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Confidence
vote offered
by hopefuls
by Greg Connel and Ron Fritz

If the ticket of Craig Taliaferro and Jeffrey Fitzgibbons
is elected to the top two posts in
the Undergraduate Student
Government, they will petition
the students "for a confidence
vote in Taliaferro," according to
Fitzgibbons.
Vice-presidential candidate
Fitzgibbons said Thursday if it
is determined the student body
has no confidence in Taliaferro,
in light of new information presented in the News yesterday,
Taliaferro will voluntarily resign as president.
I will then assume the position and appoint a vice president
conditional to approval by
members of the USG legislative
body." Fitzgibbons said.
Taliaferro said if his ticket is
elected, he would also like to
meet with the other candidates
and determine their stance.
"No matter who wins, I want
the entire student body to be behind it," Taliaferro said. "I

don't want it to tear apart the
student body.
"The important thing is to
stay unified as a student body —
Sriod. That is how we are going
make gains."
Although Fitzgibbons admitted he had no prior knowledge of
Taliaferro's complete felony record, he said he still has confidence in his running mate.
"I was disappointed at first,
but personally, I still feel Craig
and I are the best candidates
and present the best platform.
That hasn't changed,'' he said.
"I have lost no faith in him.
"I have the utmost confidence
in Craig holding the office and
given the nature of the crimes
and the time he has paid, it can
only improve him."
However, one member of Taliaferro's campaign staff said he
feels betrayed.
Terry Mann, junior magazine
journalism major, said Taliaferro should have told his
campaign workers about his
past.
D See Election, page 5.

Toolin' around
George Kryder, an employee of G.M. Sader, Inc., totes a shovel while
joining Jeff Purser, junior recreation administration major, for the inaugural lap around the new BGSCI PACE Trail, located around the

BC. News/Bob Upton
Student Recreation Center pond. Kryder. an employee of the contracting company doing work on the track, decided to join Purser for a jog
during his running demonstration. Tuesday afternoon dedication
ceremonies included a demonstration of how the track's lighting
system indicates the pace of runners.

Shortage of blood hurts Nations sign contract
supply for 19 hospitals Soviets to pull troops from Afghanistan in May
by Beth Church
staff reporter

Low donor turnout continues to plague the Red
Cross' efforts at the University, according to Wood
County's bloodmobile chairwoman.
Judy Goris said by late Thursday afternoon,
about 640 pints of blood were collected at the University's bloodmobile. She said the goal for the
week was 1,000 pints.
"We need to collect 275 pints each day. We're
trying to meet the needs of 19 hospitals In 10
counties," she said.
The bloodmobile also fell short of its goal here
last February when only 700 pints were collected.

Goris said she is unable to explain the poor response.
"During the winter, I suppose we can blame bad
weather, but I just don't understand what's happening now," she said.
Both O-positive and O-negative blood types are
in very low quantities, according to Mary Ann
Coscarelli, public relations director of the Toledo
chapter of the American Red Cross.
"We are 50 percent low in both types. O is the
universal blood type and it is vital tor immediate
transfusions,'' Coscarelli said.
She said 38 percent of the population has Opostive blood type.
"But we want all blood types to donate," she
said.

GENEVA (AP) - The Soviet
Union, the United States, the
Marxist Afghan government
and Pakistan signed an agreement Thursday to withdraw an
estimated 115,000 Soviet troops
from Afghanistan.

The agreements were signed
by Secretary of State George
Shultz, Soviet Foreign Minister
Eduard Shevardnadze, Afghan
Foreign Minister Abdul Wakil
and acting Pakistani foreign
minister Zain Noorani in a formal ceremony at the U.N. building in Geneva.

Aid office must cut back
New federal requirements reduce students' eligibility
by Tim Bush
staff reporter

Whan the University flnancial aid office begins reviewing
financial aid applications for
the 1988-89 school year early
next week, it will be forced to
make some unfair decisions
regarding student eligibility,
said the associate director of
the office.
Deb Heineman said new federal guideline* regarding a
student's income and contribution totheeostofhisorheredocation are unfair determinants of a student's financial aid
needs.
"There is less eligibility for
financial aid out there/she
said.
Beginning with this upcoming year's application reviewing process, 70 percent of a

"There Is less eligibility for financial
aid out there."
-Deb Heineman, associate director of
financial aid
student's prior year income
and 35 percent of their savings
will be counted against a student's upcoming financial aid
needs as their expected contribution to their education, said
Heineman.
"The SS percent of savings
rule has been in effect for
many years and no one has
ever said that it was unfair,"
she said.
To demonstrate the unfairness of the new income reporting rule, Heineman gave an
aid applicant

Friday
OWBGU to move Its transmitter to the
Administration Bulllding, see story page 3.
DGreek Week begins Sunday, see
story page 3.
ONew postage rates do not affect all
mailings, see story page 5.
DMen. women basketball team's sign
one player each to national letters of intent, see stories page 7.

If a student made $2,000 one
year and saved it all, she said,
on the next year's financial aid
application 70 percent of that
$2,000 income and 38 percent of
that $2,000 savings would be
counted against that student's
financial need as their expected contribution to their education.
"That student would be expected to contribute $2,100 the
next year to their education
even though they had only
made $2,000 the previous
year," she said.
"Apparently you are not

supposed to work and save
money anymore if you want to
be eligible to receive financial
iddyTSetoemansaid.
Conrad McRoberts, the University director of financial
aid, said the majority of University students have been
able to get their financial aid
needs met under the eligibilty
students do not see
loans or student employment
as a very attractive way of
meeting their needs compared
to a grant, but they are Ming
met/'he said.
However, Heineman said,
"We have a real concern with
the coming year. People who
work, save money, and are
Middle American cannot even
get a loan.
D See Aid, page 5.

The agreements, which will
take effect May 15, commit Pakistan and Afghanistan not to
support "directly or indirectly,
rebellious or secessionist activities" directed against each
other.
Pakistan represented Afghan
guerrillas at the talks. The Moslem insurgents, who have been
fighting the Soviet-backed
government for 10 years, have
said they will not sign the accord.
The United Nations estimates
1.5 million Afghans have been

killed in the war, which began
after an April 1978 Communist
coup. More than 10,000 Soviets
have died since they became involved 1V4 years later, Western
sources estimate.

Gorbachev told American
business leaders in Moscow on
Wednesday that the Afghan accord may have international
implications on a par with the
superpower treaty signed in
December to ban medium-range
nuclear missiles.
Q See Agreement, page 5.

Students'errors
result in partials
by Amy Burkett
staff reporter

More than half of the partial schedules issued Thursday and today
resulted from student error, according to the director of University
Registration and Records.
Susan Push said 52 percent of partial schedules issued had some
type of student error, but of all valid course requests, 89 percent
were satisfied.
Of the 11,178 students registered for fall semester, 42 percent received a partial schedule, Pugh
said.
"This is not a completely accurate perception of
the situation, because only 64 percent of those who
will be back next fall have registered," Pugh said.
According to Pugh, sophomores received 1,945
partials. more than any other class. Juniors
received 1,299 and freshmen 807. Only 556 seniors
received partial schedules.
Of the specific colleges, Arts and Sciences had pugh
the largest number of partials, totaling 1,390, followed by the College
of Business with 1,234 and the College of Education with 952.
The number of partials received has been very consistent from
year to year, she said.
On the bottom of the partial schedule students receive a designated time to make schedule changes. This process takes place in
the Grand Ballroom Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday. Open
registration is April 25-29.

News in Brief

r

'Ms. Bronze' focuses
on talent, intelligence

L
T<i

The 15th annual Ms. Bronze Pageant, sponsored
by Phi Beta Sigma, will be held Saturday in the
Lenhart Grand Ballroom of the University Union
at 7:30 p.m.
The Ms. Bronze Pageant, which began in 1974, is
called "bronze" because it is a pageant especially
for women of color. The idea behind Ms. Bronze is
to move away from traditional pageants with bathing suit competitions and to stress the inner beauty
of the contestants instead.
Contestants will be Judged on talent, poise and
intelligence.
The winner of the pageant receives a trophy and
a dozen roses, as well as a year's reign as Ms.

Bronze.
Tina Hadden won last year's pageant, which
benefited the Sickle Cell Anemia Foundation. She
sans. "I Can't Stand This living All Alone." by
Phyllis Hyman, giving an outstanding vocal performance.
Advanced tickets can be purchased for $3.95 at
both the University Union Information Desk and in
the Minority Students Activities office on the third
floor of the Union. Tickets will also be sold at the
door for $4.50.
Proceeds from the pageant will go to the United
Negro College Fund.
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Inmate outfit Misadventures in mail delivery
is cheap shot
* <rPhe issue is not guilt or innocence, but that the
i. record is there, isn't it?"
Craig Taliaferro asked this question Wednesday,
and on Thursday a supporter of fellow Undergraduate Student Government presidential candidate
Tim Peterson answered it.
After reports appeared in the News Thursday
morning of Taliaferro's past felony record, Peterson was seen walking around campus with a person
dressed in "jailbird attire.
Although Peterson denied he had anything to do
with Reginald Goolsby, a fellow member of Sigma
Phi Epsuon, donning the costume, originally he did
nothing to dissuade Goolsby, saying that Goolsby
was just going to class and he had a right to free expression.
Goolsby said wearing the outfit was more of a
"personal thing," than a campaign stunt and that
Peterson did not ask him to wear it.
However, wearing the jail attire was rubbing salt
in Taliaferro's wounds. It was one of the lowest,
cheapest and most immature acts that we have
seen in a USG political campaign. If Goolsby was in
some way attempting to help Peterson's campaign,
USG should not condone such feeble, last-gasp attempts to win an election.
Even if Peterson was not behind the act, guilt by
association allows the act to speak loudly — and
poorly — for his campaign.
The incident leaves a bad impression on USG's
election and at a time when all candidates are calling for more student support, antics such as Goolsbjrs are bound to turn students away from USG.
How can the students be expected to take student
government seriously when supporters of presidential candidates resort to shots below the belt?
Soon a new administration will be named and many
of the candidates who were against each other today, will have to work together tomorrow.
Let's hope, despite such tasteless incidents, they
can.

Letters.
Senior Giving Week
helps future of BGSCJ
"It's for a good cause." You've heard it before, right,
teniors? Someone from some
left-field organization like "Save
ttie pot-bellied, flat-footed
weedwacker" comes knocking
at your door, their hands
stretched out in a valiant effort
to get that last penny that's buriedat the depths of your pocket,
along with all the lint and gum
wrappers.
Maybe you give, maybe you
don't, depending on the price of
weedwacker stock or how well
that epistemology exam went.
In any case, you think, "What's
m it for me? Wouldn't that
penny be more beneficial if given to a cashier for a nice, juicy
piece of Bazooka?"
And maybe some of those feelings are resurfacing as you look
another Senior Challenge Giving
Week in the eye. What s in Giving Week for you?
First, the gifts of funding for
campus lighting, a three-faced
clock for the carillon, and your
choice of a University-sponsored
organization or service will help
to embellish the alreadyrespected reputation of BGSU
and increase the value of your
diploma. Second, the gifts will
maintain the superior quality of
BGSU education, service, and
beauty for future generations of
undergrads to enjoy. And when
.you return to campus for your
25th reunion (gasp!), you will be
able to admire the lighting and
the beautiful clock and take
pride in knowing that you helped
place them there.
' I think they call it a "Win-

Win" proposition. I call it a
great idea. Call it what you will,
but during this year's Senior
Giving Week of April 10-15, take
the opportunity to preserve a future of excellence for Bowling
Green State University.
Congratulations and Good
Luck, Class of'88!
TiinaM.Rahe
Publicity Chairperson
Senior Challenge
OCMB4512

Job lost because of
summer graduation
I'm one of the lucky ones. I'm
finally a senior graduating in
August. Well, because I won't be
returning in the fall, I've been
discriminated against. Last
week, I visited Student Employment to get a jump on the
campus summer job scene;
luckily, I found one that I was
well-qualified for and quite interested in. A couple days after
a very short, five minute interview, I received THE call; "I'm
sorry," she said, "I had to give
the position to someone else because I don't want to train
someone for ONLY the summer."
That kind of upset me! I think
that Student Employment
should do something so that
other people don't have to waste
as much of their valuable time
as I did. When a referral Is
Elaced for a summer job, I beeve that the employer should
indicate if the position will continue into the fall semester. I
thought I had my summer employment pretty much in the
bag, but I guess it's back to
square one.
KrisRienschield
OCMB4654
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By Craig
Hergert
A couple of years ago on
"Cheers, Cliff Claven, television's most famous know-it-all
and mail carrier, was featured
in the film Woody made for his
folks back home.
In the film, Cliff demonstrates
to Woody's folks his skillful execution of his appointed rounds
by delivering the mail in the
hallway of an apartment complex. Moments after Cliff's departure, every resident walks

across the hall to get the mail to
its rightful owner.
A cheap laugh? Maybe. But
everyone seems to have at least
one horror story about a real life
post office snafu.
Last August I received a letter
from my mother in Minnesota.
She mentioned that my Aunt Hilda had been to Florida to visit
her daughter Carla (no, I'm not
making up these names) and
had helped her plant a small
garden.
I thought it was pretty strange
for anyone, even Ploridians, to
Elant a garden in August. But I
ept reading.
A few lines later, my mom
mentioned that she was going to
visit my other aunt, Fritz, for
Memorial Day.
That's when I checked the
postmark. Mom had mailed the
letter in May.
A friend of mine, though, has
stories that make mine look like

kid stuff. When she went on
Christmas vacation a year ago,
she had her mail held. Upon returning the first week of January to pick it up, she found only
a few pieces.
A month later, without any
explanation from the post office,
she found a huge bundle of mail,
mostly Christinas cards and
overdue bills.
This year she had a similar
ordeal. A month before moving
in early December, she filled out
change of address forms to prevent any mail mix-ups. A week
or so before leaving for Christmas vacation, her mail stopped
coming. She didn't get any
Christmas cards.
She did get some in February,
however.
Her most recent misadventure with the post office happened last week. Rushing down
to the post office to get a stamp
and mail a letter before its 5:30

p.m. closing time, she discovered a sign announcing a
new closing time - 4:30p.m.
She also discovered that the
stamp machine, intended to service customers after hours, was
empty.
So off she went to Churchill's
to get a stamp.
Racing back to the post office,
she arrived at ten after five,
safely before the last mall
pickup time of 5:30, only to find
a sign announcing a new final
pickup time of 5:05.
Mix-ups, cut-backs, and now a
rate increase.
Who's in charge here? Cliff
Claven?
Hergert, an instructor in English from Slayton, Minn., Is a
columnist for The News. He currently has in his wallet eight
22-cent stamps that he doesn't
know what to do with.

Instant celebrity in a flash
By Mike
Royko

Before the primary, some
Eundits said Wisconsin was a
beral state because it has a history of electing progressives.
They were wrong. Others said it
was a conservative state because it had elected rightwingers. They were wrong, too.
Having spent more time in
Wisconsin than anywhere but
Chicago, I think I understand it.
The fact is, Wisconsin has a split
personality.
The primary results show it.
But this personality quirk is illustrated even more vividly by
the strange case of a fellow
named Britton McKenzie.
McKenzie, 41, recently became an instant celebrity in
Wisconsin.
He is, by his own admission,
one of the most dedicated, relentless, persevering and consistent flashers in recorded history.
In a recent interview with the
Wisconsin State Journal, he estimated that he has publicly exposed his male appendage between 10,000 and 20,000 times.
He can't be more precise than
that because, well, when you're
as busy as he has been, who has
time to keep count?
The reason he made this record public is that he's involved
in an interesting legal dispute
that, I believe, shows that Wisconsin has two personalities.
Because exposing oneself is
considered lewd and lascivious
behavior, McKenzie has occasionally found himself in trouble
with the law. He's been convicted of flashing about 30 times
and served at least one prison
term in Oregon.
However, even flashers have
to eat and have a roof over their

heads, so McKenzie has worked
in various jobs, as a salesman
and whatever else he could get.
Some time ago, he applied for
a job as a laborer in the Dane
County park system, and as a
weed cutter in their county's
public works department.
Some people say Dane County,
which includes Madison and the
University of Wisconsin, is the
most liberal county in America.
As a non-liberal acquaintance
who lives there says: "We've
got more pinkos here than in
Moscow."
But even Dane County's officials blinked when they saw
McKenzie's arrest record. They
decided that they couldn't employ someone who couldn't keep
his trousers zipped.
Now, that, I believe, shows
one side of the Wisconsin personality. While not wanting to
employ a flasher isn't necessarily conservative, it's at the very
least a traditional, middle-class
attitude.
However, after he was turned
down for the jobs, McKenzie decided he had been treated unfairly and he hired a lawyer to
fight for his rights.
And they filed a complaint
with the State Department of
Industry, Labor and Human Relations.

Respond
The BG News editorial page is
your campus forum.
The editorial page regularly
features columnists who write
on a variety of topics, from serious political issues to humorous
anecdotes and cynicisms.
You don't have to be a journalism major or even a student to
write a column. 76e News encourages and welcomes any and
all guest columnists.
Letters to the editor should be
a maximum of 200-300 words in
length and should be typewritten, double-spaced, and signed.
Address or on-campus mailbox
number along with your telephone number for verification,
must be included.
Columns may be longer, although a length of 600-700 words
is preferred. These should also
be typewritten and double-spaced. University students writing columns must provide class
rank, major and hometown.
The News reserves the right to
reject any material that is
offensive, malicious or libelous.
All submissions are subject to
condensation.
Please address all submissions to:
Editorial Editor
The BG News
2M West Hall

Under Wisconsin law. an employer can't discriminate
against someone with a criminal
record if that person's crimes
have no bearing on the kind of
work he will be doing.
Naturally, the Dane County
authorities said that McKenzie's
habit of exposing himself would
have a bearing on his work. How
would it look to picnickers and
softball players if he suddenly
popped out of a bush and
dropped his pants?
But McKenzie's lawyer responded by saying that this was
unlikely to happen.
That's because McKenzie
never, ever exposes himself in
the great outdoors. This has
nothing to do with fear of frostbite, poison ivy, bee stings, or
harmful rays of the sun.
It's just that he never has the
urge to expose himself anywhere but in libraries or laundromats. It's just not fun for him
anywhere else.
Therefore, the argument
went, he could cut weeds or dig
out tree stumps so long as the
weeds or tree stumps weren't ui
a library or laundromat.
After his discrimination complaint was filed, a state discrimination officer investigated.
And this is where we get the
more liberal side of Wisconsin's

split personality.
The discrimination officer
made "an initial determination
of probable cause." This didn't
mean that McKenzie was right.
But it meant that there was
enough evidence that he was
discriminated against to justify
further hearings.
There will be an effort to
resolve the dispute through
mediation. And if that doesn't
work, a state examiner will conduct hearings and make a final
decision as to whether McKenzie
is a threat to expose himself
while chopping weeds.
And as further evidence of this
split personality, I offer this
It seems that recently he walked into another library and
waved around something other
than his library card. He was
jailed again.
Putting him in jail is, of
course, the more conservative
thing to do.
But even though he's in jail,
his discrimination allegations
will continue to be studied,
which is the liberal thing to do.
I find it a fascinating case.
And it would be even more fun if
they held the hearings in a laundromat.
Royko is a columnist for the
Chicago Tribune.
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Transmitter's move Greek Week goes gold
brings sharper tunes Celebration welcomes campus involvement
by Beth Church
staff reporter

Listeners of WBGU-FM may find that
R.E.M., Roxy Music or Robyn Hitchcock and
the Egyptians will sound a little clearer when
they return next fall.
The radio station's transmitter will be moved
early this summer from South Hall to the top of
the Administration Building, according to
Chuck Konecny, WBGU engineer.
The move will result in an improved signal,
said Lisa Sherrill, general manager of WBGU.
"There will be a clearer, sharper signal —
especially on the outskirts of Bowling Green,"
Sherrill said, a junior interpersonal communications major.
An advantage of the move, Konecny said, is
better reception by car radios with vertical antennas.
The cost for the new antenna will be approximately $1,500, he said, but the cost of the total
move will be $2,500.
"The total cost will be for materials, not
labor. All of the work is being done by University employees," Konecny said.
The transmitter will be moved during summer break between classes when the station is
off the air, Konecny said. Work for the move

'There will be a clearer,
sharper signal — especially
on the outskirts of Bowling
Green."
--Lisa Sherrill, WBGU General
Manager
will take between three and four days, he said.
Although the move has been planned for three
to four years, WBGU only received authorization for the move last February from the
Federal Communication Commission, he said.
The FCC delayed acceptance of the station's
application because of the number of other
nearby stations and the proximity to the Canadian border, according to Sherrill.
Konecny said the FCC was concerned that
WBGU would overlap a Findlay College station
or a Toledo station.
"This is also one of the reasons we haven't
gone to higher power," he said.
He also said the communication treaties the
FCC has with Canada must be strictly followed.
The transmitter has rested at South Hall
since 1959, Konecny said, where the radio
station was located until 1985, when it was
transferred to West Hall.

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE & UNIVERSITY COURTS
APARTMENTS
CORNER OF CLOUGH & MERCER (BEHIND WENDY'S)
•Rent includes gas heat
•Spacious 2 bdrm, apts. furnished
•Fast, dependable 24 hr. maintenance
Rental office located at Amherst Village
1520 Clough (behind Wendy's)
352-0164

•ln-house laundry centers
•Plenty of storage area
•Now accepting applications for
summer and next fall

Call for an appointment!

UAO and The College
of Musical Arts and
GSS
Present:

by Pamela Monaatra
staff reporter

Although the Summer Olympics are still a few months
away, members of the University's greek community will
"Go for the Gold," beginning
Sunday.
"Go for the Gold" is the
theme of Greek Week, according to Wendy Moorman. Greek
Week representative for the
Panhellenic Council. She said
the event is important to the
greek community at the University.
"The week is planned for all
greek members of the University," Moorman said. "It's our
chance to celebrate being greek
and it shows our unity."
Chris Shuff, Greek Week representative for IFC said this
year is a giant step in improving future Greek Weeks.
"There are major differences
(in Greek Week) this year that
will hopefully improve Greek
Week permanently." Shuff
said, "we've had all positive
feedback on the changes such
as more events, more participation, and more campus in-

"The week is planned for all greek
members of the University. It's our
chance to celebrate being greek and it
shows our unity."
-Wendy Moorman
volvement."
The biggest event is Sunday's
carnival, Moorman said, because it involves the entire
campus. It will be held from 1
p.m. to 4 p.m. in the Ice Arena
parking lot.
Sorority and fraternity pairings will enter booths in an outdoor festival for the entire
community, where WMHE-FM
will be broadcasting live to add
music to the wide range of activities.
Food vendors, such as Stingers, Steve's Ice Cream, Marco's
Pizza, and Taco Bell, will also
be present at the festival with
non-alcoholic drinks.
Other events include a VIP
reception Monday, Junior
Olympics on Tuesday, Greek

Games and a picnic on Wednesday, "All That Glitters..." amateur talent competition on
Thursday, and the closing
ceremonies to be held Friday.
"The closing ceremonies are
an important part of the whole
week, five different greek unity
awards will be given out, along
with an overall fraternity and
sorority award," Moorman
said.
Two bands, "Exchange" and
"Opiate of the Masses," will
perform during the closing
ceremonies, where the check
will be presented to the Special
Olympics.
''This week will be extremely
exciting and we invite all to
participate, greeks and nongreeks," Moorman said.

Three live Bands
EXCHANGE
OPIATE OF THE MASSES
SHEEPISH GRIN
Open Friday 9:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.
NO COVER

DRYDOCK

April 17-22

WYNTON MARSALIS

April 16th, 1988 Kobacker Hall
TWO shows: 7:00 pm & 9:30 pm
Tickets on salt: Students Monday, March 28th
$3°° discount with BGSU-ID
General Public Wednesday, March 30th
Tickets: $16, $13 and $10
Ticket Outlets:

Kobacker Ticket Office, Toledo's Boogie Records,
Finder's Records in BG and Findlay.

Tickets are slW available, but there are only a lew seats left!
The Kobacker ticket office wHI be open from noon until showtime Saturday.

_
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Folks spin spokes for fun Elderly visited
successful, it has not gained
much support from the University.

by Amy Cole
reporter

For the members of the Falcon Wheelers Bike Club, riding
laps, like those in the Delta Upsilon Bike Race, is just a "walk in
tnepark."
The Wheelers aren't used to
walking, however.
The club was formed in spring
1986 by Jim Karlovec, senior
interpersonal and public communications major, and Don
Marinoni, senior history and education major, for the purpose
of riding.
According to Brent Evans,
president of the club, the Falcon
Wheelers have already traveled
great distances.
In spring 1987 the club took its
first major trip, from Bowling
Green to Washington D.C. The
purpose of this six-day, 600-mile
journey was to raise money for
prisoners of war and those missing in action, Evans said.
"This has been our major
project so far. We made some
major newspapers and were
interviewed by some major television stations," Evans said.
Even though the club has been

"We're kind of on our own.
Most of the funding we receive is
from the members of the club,"
Evans said.
The Wheelers, which has
about 30 members, is now involved with projects such as the
38th Annual Delta Upsilon Bike
Race and the "Black Swamp
Century," Evans added.
"The Bowling Green cycling
club sponsors the 'Century/
This event brings cyclists from
everywhere. Hopefully, this will
help us establish a name for oursehy'hesaid.
The Falcon Wheelers also
sponsor their own activities.
Every weekday at 4:30 p.m.
the duo takes rides of 20 to 30
miles, Evans said. Anyone wishing to be involved in these daily
rides should show up in front of
the University Union.
"We are always looking for
new members for the club," he
said.

by class choir

Delta Upsilon bikers race
to help abused children
by Amy Cote
reporter

Despite the fraternity's financial problems and recant reorganization, the 38th Annual Delta Upsilon Bike Race, the oldest
Greek event on campus, will occur tomorrow.
Ed Shultx, ro-chalrnian of the event, said regardless of all
UIH nrnhlnrrui setting the. race together, the propaganda has
been beneficiaTto the fraternity.
"It (the race) polled us together after reorganization," be
said.
The race, beginning at 11 a.m. to front of the Math-Science
Building, originally started as a 24-hour bicycle marathon Intended to raise money for The ViHagee Inc., a charity which
deals with battered children.
In the past few years, the race has been ran as a relay and
the money raised for The Villages Inc. comes from entry fees
sod raffle ticket sales.
This year, however, the race is taking on'a different twist
Instead of limiting the participants ofthe race to sorority and
fraternity teams, Delta Upsilon decided to open file race to
meral»rsofacanipusUkeclubandnori*reektodividrials.
Brent Evans, president of the Falcon Wheelers Bflte Oub,
said adding non-Greeks to the race will help relations between
Greeks and non-Greeks.
Sbm-up for the event will be the day of the race and will cost

The sunshine may be only
steps away for some, but when
those steps seem like miles, a
few verses of "You Are My Sunshine" can bring the rays as
close as a smile.
Students from Lorna Gonsalves Pinto's Sociology 101 class
recently visited residents of
Bowling Green Manor nursing
home to sing and socialize.
"When I introduce topics to
the class, I try to relate them to
students' lives," said l?lnto, a
sociology teaching fellow.
Pinto wanted the students to
communicate with older people
by singing and chatting with
them in a one-on-one situation.
The students picked songs
they thought would appeal to the
residents.
"They (the students) were really excited about singing," she
said. "I want them to go into the
rooms and see how the residents
live."
In addition to the sing-along,
soloists Tim Parker, freshman
math major; Jennifer Slocum,

freshman English major; Jennifer Radcliff, freshman business major and Tony Pistillo,
freshman business major, performed.
The class completed a survey
on its attitudes regarding the elderly. Pinto said the students
discovered they were discriminatory against the elderly.
"I thuik some of them are apprehensive about spending time
one-on-one with the residents,"
Pinto said. "A lot of the time we
are too busy to talk to someone
who can't do something for us."
Pinto said her students were
very excited about the trip.
Ann Marie Burello, sophomore social work major, thinks
the experience is educational
and it is good for students to see
different living situations.
"I know Friday in class
everyone will have different
feelings," Burello said. "The
trip is making sociology more
real for us by dealing with the
elderly."
Pinto said Sociology 101 is really one of the important freshman courses because it teaches
students to appreciate diversity.

Attention All
Campus Organizations

it's Not loo Late...

To pick up a Women's studies course for
the summer.

Be your club's link to the Student Voice
Become an Organizational member in USG
8 organizational seats are open tor the 88-89 term.

Women's Studies 200
Introduction to Women s Studies
10:00-11:30 MTWR
Section #1138
6/6-7/29 - Staff

1~~

by Barb Weadock
staff reporter

Applications are available In 405 Student Services.

Due Date: April 18

12:30-2:30 MTWR
5/16-6/17 - Klein

USG is the Student's voice
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^CHARLESTOWNR
APARTMENTS

MID AM MANOR
Choose from choice apartments within
walking distance to campus Summer
1988 and 1988-1989 school year.
1 or 2 bedroom, furnished or
unfurnished, gas heat & water included,
air conditioning

Resident Manager,
641 Third St., Apt. 4. B.G.
352-4380

^J\appa
W IJjelta lA/ntte Kode Zrormai

THE
WAVE
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Increase helps Post Office
Raise in some postal rates needed for salaries, benefits
by Tracy Richards
reporter

Not every type of mail has
been affected by the new postal
rates, according to the University's Post Office coordinator.

James Clemens said while the
cost of most classes of mail increased April 3, the fee for sending first class priority and nonprofit bulk mailings did not.
Third-class mail, such as the
non-profit bulk mailings sent by
the University, has experienced

a one-tenth decrease, he said.
"This decrease will have no
effect on non-profit bulk mailing
at the University whatsoever,
Clemens said.
The rates of first-class priority mail for packages of 12 ounces or more nave not been aff ec-

BG News/Paul Vemon
Cindy Long, junior marketing major, sorts the bulk mail by zip codes. According lo Long, bulk mall has to be at
least 200 pieces and has to be presorted to be sent third class. Any department, on-campus organization or
fraternity can send material out through bulk mall.

Income Tax deadline is
midnight tonight!

ted either, he said.
However, the price of stamps
increased from 22 to 25 cents,
which has made it necessary to
purchase three-cents stamps to
supplement any leftover 22-cent
stamps, Clemens said.
If a letter is now sent with a
22-cent stamp, the receiver of
the letter will be charged the
postage difference, Clemens
said. If payment by the addressee is refused, the letter will be
returned to the sender.
One-cent stamps also must be
Eurchased for postcards, which
ave also increased in cost by
one cent.
"Everybody always complains about postal increases. It
usually lasts about two or three
weeks until everybody gets used
to them," he said.
During the first week, about
20,000 25-cent stamps were sold,
Clemens estimated.
According to Bob Hill, Bowling Green's postmaster, price
increases have occurred ''normally in every class and type of
special service fee which includes C.O.D., special delivery
and business reply mail."
Package increases range
from U .43 to $25.46, compared to
the old rates which ranged between J1.19 and $24.35, Hill said.
A proposal for postal increases was filed by the Bowling
Green Post Office 10 months
ago, Hill said.
"We tried to fix our rates over
a period of time so businesses
could adjust," he said.
The post office has been semiindependent, rather than taxpayer-supported since 1971, and
the raises were needed to meet
operating costs such as transportation costs, raises in salaries, and employee benefits, Hill
said.

Election
D Continued from page 1.
"I feel Craig deceived his campaign workers and this is a good indication he would have continued his facade until he was challenged
by whomever," Mann said.
Mann said the campaign workers were informed about the conviction for possession of marijuana in 1969, but they were not aware of
Taliaferro's other convictions.
"I personally feel betrayed in that he should have told us (the
campaign workers) about the robberies so we could form a program
which would allow us to contend with this problem," Mann said.
"By him not confiding his trust in us he prevented us from going
out and presenting an accurate view of the campaign and the ticket.
Public officials must hold themselves in higher regard the public eye
—that's their duty to the public.''
In spite of his feelings of betrayal toward Taliaferro, Mann said he
would like to see the platform make it into the USG office.
"I believe the issues he ran on would benefit the campus community the most. I feel strongly about the goals we worked toward. The
revelations about Craig's background will in no way deter my belief
in the issues.
"I think it is a shame a convict had to come to the campus community to teach the students they have a conscience ana a morality."
Election results will be available at 11 a.m. today.

Aid
D Continued from page 1.
"Parents come in ana say, 'I am
not asking for free money, I just
want to get a student loan'," she
said.
Heineman said parents and
students who are dissatisfied
with their eligibility for financial aid are being directed to
write their congressional representatives.
Federal and state rules regarding financial aid eligibility
are changed by legislators every
year as short-term solutions to
ever-changing conditions, said
Heineman.
"With constant changes in the

Agreement

programs, we, in the financial
aid departments across the
country, cannot collect any data
on current programs. I wish
they would just leave us alone
for four years or so. We could
conduct a study and present a
long-term solution," she said.
Heineman said she would like
to see students graduate with
the same financial aid program
under which they started, much
like academic programs.
"Those of us in financial aid
are really on the side of the parents and students. We do what
we can for students under the

law."

D Continued from page 1.
The Afghan agreement provides for withdrawal of all Soviet
troops, pledges by Pakistan and Afghanistan of non-interference in
each other's affairs, and the safe return of about 5 million refugees
from Pakistan and Iran. Moscow and Washington will guarantee
Afghanistan's future non-alignment and the United Nations will
supervise the settlement, including the return of refugees.
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The Toledo Alumni Association

THE WOMEN OF PI BETA PHI
PRESENT

of
The Gamma Phi Beta Sorority

-J

Wish to congratulate the chapter's
graduating seniors

Ponchos - Slickers
Asst. Styles
Colors
>*L A

30% OFF

Alisa M< Milieu
Maryanne Alic
Connie Blankschaen
Karla Mead
Leslie Morrison
Karen Dicker
Amv Jo Pardiso
Donna Difiore
Sharon Diamond
Chrissy Posewitz
Cindy Fetter
Amy Read
Knthi Rosemeyer
Amy Beth Ford
Julie Gecowete
Cynthia Stammen
Elizabeth Stephan
Elaine Cray
Roxanne Scheorger
Darlene Johnson
Diane KinzeV
Valerie Voigt
Amy Lalak
Corinna Wechter
Peggy Wetzler

OL Ponder Puff

.

525 /&4« St.
RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING

BEST OF LUCK!

-a

FRIDAY, APRIL IS, 1988 **
MEN OF B6SU

WOMEN OF IIB*

PIKE HOUSE
8th STREET
8:00

MARK'S PIZZA
PUB
7:00

e..

r~
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WEIL SEE YOU THERE!!
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CORPS

Delta Gamma
Spring Formal
1988
jj. e-rur&jj— s~i

TOUR FIRST STEP TOWARD SUCCESS IS THE ONE
T0U COULD TAKE THIS SUMMER.
Al Army ROTC Camp Challenge, you'll
learn what it takes to succeed - in college
and in life. You'll build self-confidence and
develop your leadership potential. Phis you
can also qualify to earn an Army Officers
commission when you graduate.
Army ROTC Camp Challenge. It may be
just what you need to reach the top.
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Ten sailors injured in Gulf Blowup rocks
Underwater mine explosion disables U.S. Navy warship Piedmont jet
EDT explosion. The Pentagon declined official comment on the report.
The sources, who insisted on anonymity, said the frigate was
"making only about two knots" on its own power Thursday afternoon and would probably be taken under tow by the cruiser Wainwright.
The Roberts and Wainwright are two of 14 Navy ships assigned to
the Persian Gulf force toprovide protection to commercial ships flying the American flag. The San Jose was in the area only because it
was on a resupply mission.
The Reagan administration increased the U.S. force in the region
last summer in response to a request from Kuwait, whose oil tankers
come under attack in the course of the Iran-Iraq war.
Dan Howard, the Defense Department's chief spokesman, said the
Roberts had been in no danger of sinking and that the crew had
managed to staunch flooding in the engine compartments on its own.

WASHINGTON (AP) — An underwater explosion tore open the
hull of an American guided-missile frigate in the central Persian
Gulf and injured 10 crewmen Thursday. Pentagon sources said it
appeared the warship hit a mine.
The injured sailors — six with slight burns, one with seconddegree burns, one with a hernia and two with back injuries — were
evacuated from the USS Samuel B. Roberts, the Defense Department said.
The Roberts then began steaming slowly under its own power
toward port in Bahrain.

The sailor with the second-degree burns was flown to Bahrain, the
Pentagon said late Thursday. The other nine were transferred to the
USS San Jose, a combat stores ship operating in the central gulf.
Defense sources said the crew of the Roberts had spotted "some
mine-like objects" in the water immediately before the 10:10 a.m.

Naples bomb kills five
A Pentagon spokesman in
Washington, Lt. Col. Jim Jannette. said one U.S. sailor had been
killed and four sailors were
wounded.
One of the bodies at the entrance to the club was draped in
a U.S. flag, witnesses said.
One of those hurt, a 27-year-

There was no immediate
claim of responsibility for the
blast that happened shortly
after 8 p.m. (2 p.m. EDT) at the
USOclub.
Italian media quoted officials
a
X
<

y AXO ?

AXO

y

AXO

old Italian woman, was reported
in grave condition.
Italian media said the bomb
exploded during a reception at
the club for the commander of
the USS Paul, a torpedo boat
destroyer docked in Naples. The
consulate official said he could
not confirm this.
Jannette said the USS Paul
and USS Capodanno were in the
Naples port at the time of the
blast. The Capodanno has its
home port in Newport, R.I., and
the Paul is from Mayport, Fla.

as saying five people died in the
blast. A U.S. Consulate official,
who spoke on condition of anonymity, said he had been told
five people were killed.

NAPLES, Italy (AP) — A car
bomb blew up in front of a club
for U.S. military personnel in
Naples, killing five people and
wounding at least 17, Italian
officials said. A U.S. sailor was
among the dead, the Pentagon
said.
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Granny & Mattrick
Tammy T. & Dave
Wende & Doug
Karen & Ter
Cathy & Chicken
Leslie & Jeff
Amy & Andy
Annie & Edward
Trish & Randy
Mae & Jeff
Tami & John
Kim & Bob
Laurie & Tony
Debbie (Egg) & Mike
Shelley & Peter
Cindy & Hos6 Querv o
Lori (Sigs) & James the Sweet Pea
Mr. & Mrs. Prez

Laura & Steve
Joyce & Matt
Laurie & Chris
Cindy & Dave
Lori & Paul
Marcia & Mike
_ n j->.
n Kr
\J\
KIl/
-3^-5^
Mary & Tom
Shelley & Chris
Suzanne & Paul Dean
Ann Marie & Jeff
Carolyn & Eric
Kristin & Chris

Saundra & Bob
Pamela & Scott & Bill
Eileen & Bill
Renee & Jeff
Kelly & Greg
Allison & Dave
Ping & Mr. Peach
Allison & Scott
Kelly Scott
Lori & Cruser
Erika & Andrew
Liz & Mark
Joan & Scott
Bethellen & Sid Viciais
Annette & Brian
Debbie & Vince
El & Dan
Kristen & Karl
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Sexism
debated
at Miami
OXFORD (AP)-Miami
University is considering
dropping the word
"freshman" from official
use — in favor of "firstyear student."
Trustees of the state university are to vote at a
meeting Saturday on
whether to approve both
measures. Elizabeth
Braeman, the student
government leader and
feminist who proposed the
changes, said Thursday
the trustees should approve them because student and faculty bodies
have already done so.
She wants the university
— which first admitted
women students a century
ago — to use "first-year
student" in publications
and in the student handbook.

^

CHARLESTON, W.Va. (AP) — An engine on a Piedmont jetliner
exploded into jagged pieces Thursday, slicing through both sides of
the plane and forcing the pilot to make an emergency landing as
passengers screamed and fainted.
No injuries were reported among the 56 passengers and four crew
members, but passengers said some on board faulted after the turbine blades ripped through the right rear bathroom and a work area
for attendants as the plane cruised at 31,000 feet.
"If somebody had been in the bathroom or the stewardesses' quarters, they would have been killed," said passenger Doug Bruce of
Columbus, Ohio. "My first thought was, 'This is it/ "
"It blew a big hole in the plane," said passenger Fred Hinton of
Raleigh, N.C., "I'm 240 pounds, and it was big enough that I could
crawl through it."
"All the kids were screaming," Hinton said.
Piedmont Flight 486 was flying from Charlotte, N.C., to Columbus,
Ohio, when its right jet turbine disintegrated about 9:45 a.m, Piedmont officials said. The plane, a Fokker F-28, has two engines, one
mounted on each side of the cabin.
The plane, 40 miles south of Charleston, immediately lost air pressure in the cabin; several passengers later complained of headaches, earaches and elevated blood pressure.
"It began with a wearing noise and loud vibrations about five or 10
times straight, and then there was an explosion in the back of us,"
said passenger Rafael Gonzalez of Charlotte, N.C.
Turbine blades and engine parts ripped through the fuselage,
Eidling holes in both sides of the plane. A hole on the right side, ad«nt to the engine that disintegrated, was 2 feet wide by 6 feet tall,
the opposite side, the hole was 2 feet by 1 foot.

Car bashing relieves
tax-time frustration
WASHINGTON (AP) - Lastminute taxpayers may find
some consolation in free coffee
and headache powders, but
some may want the chance to
bash an old car when they head
out to mail their tax returns Friday in cities nationwide.
In Arkansas, the rite associated with paying taxes will be
abrupt, where Little Rock
station KZOU-FM will broadcast from a parking lot where a

mail box will be collected at
midnight.
The station will offer taxpayers a chance to vent their
teelings by taking a sledgehammer to a used car when they
come to drop off their tax returns. A small charge for taking
part will be used for charity.
Tax returns must be postmarked no later than April IS, and
changes in the tax laws may
lead to even more than the usual
number of last-minute filers.
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Ruggers host Midwest Cup
BG looks for third-straight title and trip to national finals
by Andy Woodard
assistant sports editor

The Bowling Green rugby club
will try to accomplish what no
team ever has this weekend —
win the Midwest Universities
Cup while hosting the tournament.
The Falcons host the Midwest
Saturday and Sunday and will
try to earn a trip to the national
final four for the third straight
year. All of the contests will be
played on the intramural fields
next to the BG Ice Arena.
No club has won the tourney at
home in its nine year existence.
"The club that hosts loses a lot
of energy and direction while
setting everything up (for the
tournament)," BG head coach
Roger Mazzarella said. "It's
caused a lot of people to lose it in
the past.
"When the games get close,

Voll signs
6-2 recruit
McNulty
A 6-2 center from Livonia.
Mich, signed a national letter of
intent Wednesday to play
women's basketball here at
Bowling Green next fall, according to head coach Fran Voll.
Katie McNulty, a two-time allstater who averaged 16 points
and 12 rebounds a game last
year, will provide the two-time
defending Mid-American Conference champion Falcons with
a good inside back-up, Voll said.
You never know what's she's
going to do until she gets here,
but we think she could back-up
some people inside," Voll said
Thursday. "She certainly has
the size to fill that role."
She is the second player to
sign with the Falcons. Toledo
Central Catholic standout Cathy
Kock, a 5-4 point guard, commit'
ted in November.
McNulty lettered three years
at Livonia Ladywood High
School, playing on a state championship team her sophomore
season. She earned all-league
and all-state honors her junior
and senior years.
She was the team's captain
her final season.
"Those two will fit in very well
and we're looking forward to
having them," Voll said. "This
may be all we sign, although
there is an outside possibility we
may sign one more player. But
we're not looking at any others
at this time."

everything has to go your way,
including down to the time you
eat before the game; whether it
be a half hour before or two
hours before. Anything can be
costly."
The Falcons won the tournament two years ago at the University of Illinois, where they
downed Wisconsin 7-6. Last
year, BG defeated Kentucky
26-25 at the buzzer at the University of Dayton.
But Mazzarella said his club
has something no host has had in

the past.
"One advantage we have is
that we have 90 people," he said.
"The ones who aren't going for a
championship can do the busy
work.'
BG plays its first game at 10
p.m Saturday against St. Thomas of Minnesota.
Mazzarella said he is somewhat concerned about the Catholic school.

"We don't know how good of
rugby players they're going to
be, but one thing we do know is
that they're going to run around
all day and see what they can
disrupt," he said.
This may be the toughest year
for the club to win the Midwest
because they have captured two
straight titles, according to
Mazzarella. He said fan support
will be instrumental in his club's
chances.
"One reason we tried to get
the Midwest here is because we
believe in fan support from the
sidelines," he said. "We have
yet to go to an away game (this
spring) where we didn't have
more fans than the home team.
Other first round games Saturday include Iowa State
against Slippery Rock at 10
a.m., and Michigan State
against Wisconsin-Lacrosse and
Vanderbilt vs. Miami at 11 a.m.
Illinois State plays Mankato

Falcons ink spiker
Bowling Green volleyball
head coach Denise Van De
Walle announced the signing
of a third prospect to a
national letter of intent for
the 1968 season.
Lisa Mika, a 64 middle
Mocker from Flossmoor, 111.
joins Holli Costein of Williard

and Tammy Schiller from
New Carlisle on next year's
Falcon squad.
Mika was a three-year letterwinner in volleyball while
playing at HomewoodFlossmoor High School,
where she earned numerous
honors.

State and Marquette takes on
Ball State at noon, and Purdue
plays Northern Illinois and Penn
State takes on Ohio State at 1
p.m.
The quarter-finals are at 2,3,4
and 5 p.m. Saturday.
The semi-finals begin at 11
a.m. Sunday, while the championship is slated for 2:30 Sunday.
The champion advances to
Monterey, Calif, for the final
four April 30 and May 1. California-Berkeley has already reached the final four by virtue of
winning the Pacific Coast Universities Cup.
Mazzarella said his club's
main competition in the
Midwest is Miami, Illinois State
and Ohio State. The Redskins
are in BG's half of the bracket,
while the Redbirds and Buckeyes are in the other half.
The BG mentor said possible
Midwest darkhorses could be
Vanderbilt and Purdue. Vandy
head coach Joe Franklin is the
skipper of the United States
National Rugby squad.
"This guy is good. They're
kind of a rich school because
they go on a tour about every
other year," he said. "Last year
they toured New Zealand."

WORLD
STUD€NT
RSSOC.

Congratulations to the Phi
Mu graduating Seniors.
Tracy Bernard
Heather Craig
Amy Duerr
Amy Dianiska
Nancy Glanville
Cyndi Mausser

€l€CTION
Friday April 29
5:00 p.m.
411 South Hall
Anyone interested
in joining, apply at
403 South Hall

Gwendy May
Susan Wells
Wendy Moorman
Sue Fehlhaber
Betsy Gardner

Lisa Hagy
Leigh Ann Hamilton

Grenda Snyder
Pam Reitz
Mary Jane Lorentz

Kelli Ann Halter
Sharon Hansen

Susie Wilimitis
Ann Marie Minnich

deadline Wed. April SO

Whiteman third
player to sign

Men's basketball head coach Jim Larranaga imwwJ
Wednesday the signing of a two-time all-state point gawd from
Illinois toplay for the University next year.
Kirk Whiteman, a 6-footer, averaged 22.5 points, 74 assists
and 4.6 steals per game for the Knoxville Bine Ballets last
season.
"Kirk is a smart player with good basketball skills," Larranaga said Thursday "He's a good shooter from three-point
range and a very successful student-athlete. He should Bt in
here."
Whiteman is the third high school senior to sign to play at
Bowling Green next season. He Joins Tom Hall, a 8-6 forward
from Cleveland Heights, and Jay Zulauf, a M forward from
Port Huron, Mich, who both committed to BG last November.
Whiteman led his squad to two Prairie Land Conference titles, a berth in two straight regional finals, and for three weeks
the No. 1 ranking in thestate.
Larranaga would not compare his recruits with last year's
freshman class, but he did say the three will have the chance to
play with the graduation losses of Anthony Robinson, Steve
Marteoet and James Tyler.
"These players will fit in wen in our future," he said. "We
went oat and recruited the best studenNrthletes we could."
I arranga said several other players could sign neat week,
including Ugh school teammates guard Jean Prkdesu and
center Sam Rowe from New Jersey, Lansing, Mich. Junior college forward Carter Briggs. and forward Fired demon from

Kinko's is more
than copies!
•
•
•
•

Copies
Passport Photos
Self-Serve Typewriters
Laser Typesetting

• Binding
• Floppy Disks

• Stationery

• Pick-up & Delivery
• Self or Full Serve Macintosh/Laser Writers

kinko's
113 BK Railroad Street
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
(419) 354-3977

^tpka Xi 2>e(ta
^prina ^jrormal 88
edjearooMy rf/lcnlaan

Third Dimension
April 17,1980
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Ohio to give awards next year
Professional, amateur honors named for Schmidt, Albritton
DAYTON (AP) — Ohio's top professional and amateur athlete
each will be recognized at a banquet next year that organizers said
Thursday they hope will become an annual event attracting national
The Mike Schmidt Award, named after the Philadelphia Phillies
third baseman from Dayton, will go to the outstanding professional
athlete.
The David D. Albritton Award, named after a 1936 Olympic track
and field silver medalist and outstanding high jumper, will honor the
top amateur, said Gerald A. Paprocki, chairman of the event. Albritton grew up in Cleveland and now lives in Dayton.
Recipients will be chosen by a statewide ballot of sports writers
and broadcasters, Paprocki said. The awards will be given at a
$100-a-plate dinner Feb. 23 at the Dayton Convention Center, he said.
The banquet will salute Wright State University and Children's
Medical Center, but is not a fund-raising event, said Paprocki, who

is public relations director for L.M. Berry & Co. More important, he
said, is that "we've got to focus attention" on Dayton.
"It's a way of tooting Dayton's horn and bringing some worldclass athletes to the city," said Michael Cusack, Wright State athletic director. "I think the city needs some world-class touch and some
major event."
Paprocki, who said he has been affiliated with the former Hickock
Award banquet in Rochester, N.Y., and the Dunlop Pro-Am Awards
banquet in Buffalo, N.Y., said he suggested the idea to Cusack and a
development official from Children^ while they were golfing about
1V4 years ago.
Linda Lombard, a spokeswoman for the organizers, said Marty
Brennaman, broadcaster for the Cincinnati Reds, has agreed to host
the event. Former Cleveland Browns wide receiver Paul Warfield
and Alan Page of Canton, former defensive tackle for the Minnesota
Vikings, are among those who have said they will attend, she said.

Candiotti leads
Indians' 3-1 win
CLEVELAND (AP) - Tom
Candiotti pitched his second
straight complete game and
Willie Upshaw had two hits
and scored twice as the Cleveland Indians defeated the
Minnesota Twins 3-1 Thursday night.
The victory was the eighth
in the last nine games for
Cleveland, which has an 8-2
record.
Candiotti, 2-4, allowed eight
hits, walked three and struck
out six. The complete game
was the Indians' fifth, and

lowered their ERA to 2.02.
At Detroit, Jose Guzman
combined with Mitch Williams on a four-hitter, and
Ruben Sierra and Pete O'Brien each drove in a run,
leading the Texas Rangers to
a 2-1 victory over the Detroit
Tigers.
At Pittsburgh, Barry Bonds
hit two solo home runs and
Junior Ortiz hit a solo homer
and drove in the tie-breaking
run with a bases-loaded walk
as the streaking Pittsburgh
Pirates beat the Philadelphia
Phillies 4-2.

Classifieds
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
1988 Homecoming Banner Contest application. ...lUbl. it tin Mlletl Alumni Center.
Deadline: April 22.
ALL YOU CAN EAT PIZZA
Stinger sCafe
Monday-Wednesday-Fnday
2-5 PM S3 75
Attend ratty lor divestment and against racismapartheid Thurs Apr 21. 11 30 AM Union
Oval. (Ram Date Mon Apr 26| Sponsored by
PSO and a»ea.
ATTENTION AIL GRADUATING SENIORS
information concerning the May Graduation
Ceremonies has been sent to your On-Campus
Msxoox or local off-campus address Candidateswho are not planning on attending the
ceremonies must complete the Post Card and
return it to the Office of Registration and Records by April 18. 1988. if you wish to receive
a diploma cover
Attention Alpha Lambda Delta Membera!
Don't forget today is the last day to turn m officer appications lor next year (to 425 Student
Services)
AND-lt's the lest day to get your T-shirt or
sweatshirt (place order by noon with Rita
Truderung. 401 BromfiekJ. or Mary Ellen at
425 Student Services)
Attention Alpha Lambda Delia Member!1
Don't forget today is the last day to rum In officer apptcations for next year (to 425 Student
Services)
AND-it's the last day to get your T-shirt or
sweatshirt IpLice Ofjfjaj by noon ,vi1h R,',i
Truderung. 401 Bromfleld. or Mary Ellen at
425 Student Services)
Criminal Justice Organization
Meehng-Mon .April 18 8.00 p m
308 Henna
Speaker Judge Bachman ot Bowing Green
Municipal Court
Also: officers wil be elected lor next yearl
DAILY DRINK SPECIALS
Prices reduced Mon Frl 2-7PM
STINGER'S CAFE

DO NOT BELIEVE EVERTHING YOU READ
THE BOSU TU8A ENSEMBLE PRESENTS:
FREE CONCERTI
WITH THE BO PREMIER OF
CELLULIOD TUBAS.
THE BEST THING TO HAPPEN TO TUBASi
SUNDAY APRIL (YES APRIL) 17
5:00
BRYAN RECITAL HALL
HSA Presents
A discussion on the Occult by Robert Vandehorsl. specials! In the area
Tuesday. April 19
8.30 PM
m the Honors Center (below Krettcher)
Free and open to al
HSA--more than meets the eye
International natations Organization
wfl holding its final meeting this school year to
select officers lor next year. The meeting will
be held April 21st at 7.30 PM In room 203
Hayes Hall Anyone interested pleese come
INVADE BRITAIN
Last chance to study In England Fan 68
There are stw openings
Applications avail til Fn April 15
403 South Hal
Phi EU Sigma Initiates
Don't forget that the
initiation ceremony is
SUNDAY. APRIL 17.44 PM
in the Grand Ballroom
Ratty against racism-apartheid and for divest.
merit. Thin. Apr 21. Union Oval. 11 30 AM to
1 OOPM |Ram date Mon Apr 251 Hear various
speakers: Bring friend and-or poster PSO and
ahes urge you to Study and Struggle

SATURDAY RECREATION PROGRAM FOR
YOUTH WITH DISABILITIES
SATURDAY. APRIL 1111 00 AM 1 OOPM
GROUPI MEET AT REC CENTER
GROUP II: MEET AT HAYES HALL
' VISITORS ARE WELCOME -

24 HOUR
TYPING WORD PROCESSING
352-1818

STINGER'S CAFE
$ 79 Subs after 10 PM
Eat In only.
TEST PREPARATION-TEXTBOOK READING
"Time Saver II: Tlpa for Efficient Textbok Read■>0"
April 20-3 30 to 4:30 PM or
April2t-4:00 toS:00 PM
LOCATION: 213 Moaeley Han Study Skies Ctr.
REGISTRATION IS LIMITED-CALL 372-8840
Tom Gorman
The Nt ol the HSA Fett Coffeehouse wil be giving a one-night-only concert
Wednesday. Apr! 20
Irani 8-10 PM
m the Honors Center (below Kreiacher)
Aomisaion is tree-sponsored by the Honors
Student Association
MSA-more than meets the eye'
UAO and LSU
PRESENT
"LABAMBA"
210MATHSCIENCE
8 00. 10 00 S MIDNIGHT
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
$1 50WITHI D

LOST & FOUND
FOUND Easton B-5 Magnam Baseball Bat Re
aJdofflParWrxj behind Cfflwtauti. Call 2-1326

SC EC Meeting
Sun April 17. 1988
408 Educ Speaker
and refreshments

LOST: Jean Racket on Sundance petlo on Set.
afternoon: with ID. H found, Please leave
mosssge lor Nancy at 354-4024 REWARD

SAE Support BQSU Btoodmoblle
SAE Support BOSU Bloodmoblla
SAE Support BOSU Bloodmoblla

To the person who took my walet from 9th floor
Ottenheuet West. Monday evening Keep the
money but please return the other contents.
Some had sentimental value Orop It off affront
desk or sip It under my door No questions wM
be asked

55J MANUFACTURERS
fVf HANOVER

SERVICES OFFERED

A to Z--Wei pack 4 ship
UPS * Federal Express
MBS Main352-5042
Abortion, morning after treatment
Proud to be pro-choree
Center lor Choice II. Totodo.O 256-7789
All your TYPING needs
Prompt and Professional
Clara 362-4017

• Chris Woconlch •
The DZ lorma! la finely here
It's the beat way to end the year
We're saHrvj at nine.
Be reedy lor an awesome time
Wei be dancing end owing.
With the mrjonloht shining
So grab your He. don't be shy
We'I have so much tun
The time wH fry!

* Finely. alter welting 11-2 years FIJI Island '
has returned to Bowling Green. And it's better
than ever.
• LAURIE KRUPA ■
CorKjratulattone on the survtvsl ol this horrible
week! I know rt waa rough lor you. but tonight
w« be the uMlmare! Get reedy because we're
gong to have a Wast'
Love ye. Shetty

Reservations now being taken tor summer storage. 6-1 - 9-1-88. Don't wait until the last
minute 352-4541 STORALL
Typing and Word Processing Over tan years
executive secretary experience. Call
874-3488
Tyt»lno-TraneeriNng-Cslrlprapli»
Term papers, resumes, many typefaces Feat.
reasonable ■ 7 days Free [Older 885 2288
WE REPAIR MOST TYPEWRITERS AND
CALCS LARGE STOCK OF RIBBONS. OFFICE 8 SCHOOL SUPPLIES AND OFFICE
MACHINESEVERYTHING REPAIRED ON
PREMISES OFFICE WORKS-1045 N MAIN
352-1920 BACK OF ACE HDWE
"SOMEONE CARES ABOUT YOU AND
YOUR PREGNANCY PROBLEM*I
FIRST HOPE PREGNANCY CENTER
CALL 354-HOPE FOR INFO ON
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
AND OUR OTHER SUPPORTIVE SERVICES''

PERSONALS
'Good Luck'
PI PM bke racers are the best'

Smart

Help your
parents
get through

college.

Just thinking about college tuition is
enough to make most parents break into
a sweat.
But can you blame them? When you
consider the cost of tuition, books,
dorms-not to mention pizza parties—
you're talking big bucks.
Which is why you should do some
talking. Like telling your parents about
the Education Loan Programs at
Manufacturers Hanover Trust.
At MHT, not only do we participate
in all three Federally guaranteed loan
programs, but we also work with state
and national agencies and can make
guaranteed loans in all 50 states.
In practically no time at all.
In a matter of minutes, MHT Student
Loan Processors can program your
information into our computerized loanprocessing system.
Within 24 hours, the Bank will get a
decision from the Guarantee Agency.
It's that simple. Better still, with MHT
your parents will get all the money they
need from one source.
Example. If your folks need more
money than government sources will
give them, we can offer them tailor-made
payment plans through The Education
Loan Program, Educational Lines of
Credit or Monthly Budget Program and
Pre-Payment Programs that make it
easy for your parents to fund themselves.
(Trie Education Loan Program, Monthly
Budget and Pre-Payment Programs are
offered through the Tuition Plan, a
company of Manufacturers Hanover.)
Once you get a loan from us, you can
be sure it'll stay with us. Because we've
never sold education loans to other
banks (unless the borrower asked us to*.
So if you need money for school, call
1-800-MHT-GRAD and get yourself
an MHT Education Loan Application.
Then when your folks ask you about
tuition, at least you'll have an answer.
"No sweat."

The Consumer Banking Group
Member rTJC (a) Rental Opportunity Under *) 1988
Manufeeturera Hanover TruM All riKhis reserved.

•' Alpha XI Delta ■ ■
April 17. 1893
Founder's Day
'' Alpha XI Delta ' ■
•••Watxafa/***
Friday night is finaty here
The OZ formal of the yeer
It's something new. It's reety tup
We wH be partying on a ship
Dancing 1 drinking who could ask tor more
Let's hope thai we don't lal overboard
It wH be tun; I cannot wait
So get excited lor tonight
Cm I know this evening wH be out ol sight!
Love, Chrtababy
'"lOxBINOARDNER"'
CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR ALPHA GAMMA DELTA - SIGMA NU LAVAUERING TO
MICHAEL ZINK
LOVE. YOUR ALPHA GAMMA DELTA SISTERS
"' Phi Tau'a Rob > Scott • • ■
You guys see GREAT coaches! Thanks to you
we have the BEST Beta team ever! Keep up the
greet work! We won't forget thai!
Love,
Your DZ Beta teem
••••THETAFEST""
They said It couldn't happen Thetalest 88 ia
coming Apr! 30th
•••WAYNE MARTIN'"
Can't wait IT formal!
Whet ageeel way to celebrate
13 months'"
Love, Sonla
'DZ'OZ'OZ'DZ'DZ'DZ'DZ'OZ'DZ'
Delta ZetaeNorms Andreeek's ours next year!!!
'DZ'DZ'OZ'DZ'DZ'DZ'DZ'DZ'DZ'
•DZ'DZ'DZ'DZ'DZ'DZ'DZ'OZ'DZ'DZ'
OZ'DZ'
DELTA ZETA
We LOVE our SENIORS
We'lmieeyouSOMUCH!
Get psyched for GREEK WEEKIN
DELTA ZETA
•DZ'DZ'OZ'DZ'OZ'DZ'DZ'DZ'DZ'DZ'
DZ'DZ'

•Gotcha"
•Gotcha!1
•JOHNSPIEUAK'
Guess whet? I'm not Miss Events!
Get Psyched lor the PhiMu Formal'
I LOVE YOU
Laurie
-■ SK3 EP Good Luck Bike Team' Jordan Masanga, Todd
Ltrrnantc. Jarrett Deerwester. Scott Banda. Matt
Blank. Jell Elchholi. Hank Vaner. Scott Singer.
Rfck Feurst Coach Steve Taylor
•SK3EP ■
-UT-SR3 EP-BG-KDMIKE MICHALKIEWICZ
GET PSYCHED FOR A GREAT KD FORMAL
AND GOOD LUCK WITH YOUR LACROSSE
GAMES AT OU ON SATURDAY!
LOVE. LAURA
-BG-KD-UT-SIGEP-ALL YOU CAN EAT PIZZA
Stinger s Cafe
Monday Wedneedey-Frldey
25 PM $3.76
ALPHA GAMMA DELTA WOULD UKE TO CONGRATULATE STEPHANIE CRAWFORD ON
HER INITIATION WE'RE ALL HAPPY FOR
YOU
Alpha Phi - Alpha Phi - Alpha Phi
NADINE OILLEN
Keep your chin up'
I m behind you 100%
I love you.
Amy
Alpha Phi - Alpha Phi - Alpha Phi
ALPHA PHISGet a.cited lor WAKI-PHI! We leave tor the
"island" at 7:10-eo grab your date end gel
PSYCHED tor an evening thel's bound to be
OREATI!
ALPHA MM PHI LIL SIS
tuck-ins
male A female
April 18-21
SignupinMSBuikkng
Alpha XI Delta
Love* their
Seniors
AMY BURNHAM
THANX FOR BEING SUCH A WONDERFUL
FRIEND. GET PSYCHED FOR SAT., WE'RE
GOING TO HAVE AN UNFORGETTABLE
WEEKENOI
LOVE, LIL MISSY
ANN MCKIBBEN AND TAMMY MYERS
CONGRATULATIONS ON MAKING NEXT
YEARS' CHEERLEADINO SQUAD. WAY TO
KEEP IT IN THE KAPPA DELTA FAMILYI I'LL
MaSS BOTH OF YOU NEXT YEAR.
KAPPA DELTA LOVE.
LAURA

Cont.onpage9.

GRAB UP OUR
CHOICE SUMMER
RENTALS!
•
•
•
•

E. Merry Apts.
Frazee Apts.
Field Manor
Ridge Manor

Plus many other locations
to suit your every need!

GREENBRIAR

INC.

Offering you the best
in summer housing.
355-0717 224 E. Wooster

Classifieds
Cont. from page 8.
Attention Alpha Lambda DMi Member!!
Dont (otget today Is the mi day to turn In offloer eopecation tor next year (to 426 Studant
Samcaa)
AND-Its ma last day to gal your T-srwt or
sweatshirt (Waco order by noon with Rita
Trudarung. 401 Bromllald. or Mary Elan si
425 Student ServloesI
Attention I
■May-Hay.
VouVou...
Gel Into our cert'"
Who mar'
"Yaa. you... Gel Into our cartr

BO's own Tom Gormen
LIVE!
Wedneadey. April 20
8-10 PM
In the Honors Center (below Kraacher)
AdrrxeatonlalraaMt
Sponsorsd by the Honors Student Association
HSA-More than meets the eye!
Don't miss HIM

Attention Alpha Lambda Delti Memberil
Don't torgel today is the last day to turn m othcer appatamNia lor naxt year (to 426 Student
Services)
AND-di the last day to get your T-shirt or
sweatshirt (place ordar by noon with Rita
Trudarung. 401 BromheW. or Mary Elan St
425 Student ServtcM)
Attention Alpha Lambda Delta Memberil
Don't torget today la the last day to turn m officer appfccattone for naxt year (to 425 Studant
Services!
AND—Its the ant day to gat your T-shirt or
sweatshirt (place ordar by noon with Rtta
Trudarung, 401 Bromflek). or Mary Elan at 425
Student Services)
BQ Greeks Be Sure To Attend
OPENING CEREMONIES endCARNIVAL Sunday Aprs 17. 1-4 PM snd SENIOR RECEPTION
Monday Aprs.18. 7-9 PM m the Presidents
Lounge al the Ice Arena

Pi Phi Spnt-Catch us it you cani
Beta 500
A Good Time Win Be Had By
AJEspeclefy the Sisters ol
Delta Zeta
•ETA 500
Alpha Chls Just Wanna Have Fun
Alpha Chls Juat Wanna Have Fun
Alpha Oil's Juat Wanna Have Fun
BETA 600
BETA 500 BETA BOO
ALPHA PHI ALPHA PHI
OnlySdayal
Oat Peychedl
BETA 600 BETA 500

Bob Beaamy
The past few months have been great1
I can't wait fi tonight' Get excited lor the Kappa
Delta White Roae Formal!
I Love You.
Jute
BOBBIE AND STEW
CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR PI PHIKAPPA SK) PINNING SO I'M A LITTLE LATEI
LOVE. CHRISTIE
Brian Maxwel.
Get excited for tonight
Because Kappa Delta Formal vr* be out of
sight
Jennifer
Bruce •darnel MM Shepherd
Delta Zeta Formal
Is Friday night
With you as our dates
Its be outta sight
The day wB atari
Off with eeartm
Then ITS off 10 the boat
Where the fun wH begin
Wei cruise up the river
On the Arawana Queen
Wei have the best time
You two have ever aaen
And after the crutae
There's more In store
So get super psyched
Cause It won't be a bore!!
See ya at two!
Love. Your DZ Dates.
DenieesUi
P S It's s lormal-no lame or gymshoes'
Please"

Annla, Laura, 4 Mary

EPJC-In the peat we've had so much lun,
But "The Time ol Our Ufe" is yet to come
Ahveys know when we're apart
Your tender love remains In my heart
You're the one thing I can't get enough ol
I think we both reatie this could be love
Forever, It wi be you and me
Aa lor AXO Formal kisl wait and see'
I love you CJ

CLEVELAND HERE WE COME
THE PHI MU FORMAL CREW
APRIL 16, 1916

BETA 600
PHIMU
WE'VE GOT THE SPIRIT!

Congratulations lo Tlffsny Weaver lor being
Panheeanic Council outstanding delegate this
weald

Beta Beagle says .
Debbie. Lort. Lort. and Sara make an eweaome
500 team! Keep up the greet work!
BETA BETA BETA BETA BETA
ALPHA PHI THE BEST YOU CAN BE
BETA BETA BETA BETA BETA
Beta There Pi
Chi Omega
Delta Gamma
Kappa Sigma
Delta Tau Delta
PI Beta Phi
GO FOR THE QOLDi
GREEK WEEK 1988
BETA THETA PI
A TRADITION CONTINUES
"BETA 500" 25 YEARS
A TRADITION BEGINS
ALPHA (MMMA DELTA

CONGRATULATIONS
Megan McManomon
Mtchaee Hruaovsky
Committee Chairmen ol the Week

GAMMA PHI'S
• GOTCHA! •
SURPRISE DATE PARTYTONIGHT!
DETAILS AT HOUSE RETREAT!
GET EM? GOT EM? GOOD!

DAILY DRINK SPECIALS
Prices reduced Mon -Frl 2-7 PM
STINGER'S CAFE
0AWN,
HAPPY BIRTHDAY!
THANKS FOR BEING SUCH A SPECIAL
FRIEND.
LOVE, MISSY

HEY MAN!
Its i Dash Dets Psrty
Those Gemma Phl'a wi get cha'
Hey-hey' You you'
Get out of our way
PiBeta PN Spirit cant be beat
I LOVE MY MEDIUM

FIJI ISLAND
THE WAITING IS OVER
FLU ISLAND
THE WAITING IS OVER

i
FLX-KD-FUI-KD-FUI-KD-FUI
GREGEMLEY
Didn't reefy have me tune.
To tiling up a little rhyme
Get excited for
KAPPA DELTA WHITE ROSE FORMAL
I'm aura we'I have a reety great time!
your KD date.

Monad
FUI--KD-FUI-KD--FUI-KD-FUI
Fu>. Untvega S Batncri Bikes
Purcel's Bike Shop
131 W Wooster

D I'LL BE HERE TO PICK UP my yearbook
when it arrives m September 1988 Pie aaa
Ml my bursar account
a I WONT BE HERE TO PICK UP my
yearbook PIMM Ml my bursar account an
additional S3 50 lor postage and handang
and sand my yearbook to

i return card, by campus mail, lo The
KEY offlc*. 28 Weat Had. BGSU 43403

KAPPA DELTA
BETA 500
KAPPA DELTA
WE'VE GOT THE SPIRIT
KAPPA DELTA
CAN'T BE BEAT
KAPPA DELTA BIKER RACERS
Can't welt to see you pedal your way to victory
in the DU Bike Races Tomorrow!
QOODLUCK.
Your Slaters
Kappa Dotta
Go For the Gold
Go For me Gold
Phi Doha Thets
Greek Week 88
KD Congratulations KD
AnnMcKlbben
1988-89 BGSU Cheerleader
Tammy Meyers
1988-89 BGSU Cheerieeder
Alternate
Kevle-Baby
Get ready for White Roae Formal.
I hope we make it mere.
Because we won't look normal.
It you don't get something lo wear1
(Just Kidding) Love ya. SAMA

INVADE BRITAIN
Last chance to study in England Fan 88
There are ati openings
AppScations aval til Fn April 1 5
403 South Hal

It's next semester!!!

JOELLE SCHAFER—
Congrstuisrlons on being named SAE sweetheart!
Love. Sheni, Tern. Jute, and Krtatlna

MICHAEL. GET READY TO DANCE THE
NIGHT AWAYI THE OZ FORMAL IN TOLEDO
WILL BE A BLAST SEE YA TONIGHT LOVE,
REGINA

MICHELE HOFFEE
Wei hare It le-Pommerette try-outa AGAIN!
We did It together last year and well do It again
Sunday, only tins time even BETTER1 Thanks
for being such a super mend. Good Luck" Love
Ya-Jacguie
MICHELLE "OtPPV" HRUSOVSKY
Passion is purple
And the ocean is blue
rd love to go
To Ff Island with you
Love, your Fir) Islander
PS Take It easy tonight You'l need your
strength lor tomorrow.
MIKE and JIM
Are you guya a excited aa we are?
Was, you batter be* See you tonight'
Love.
DZ-JESSICA and JULIE DZ
Mae,
Wel sal down me Maumee
What the night holds we have yet to aaa
We won't be looking at rocks tonight
lie ready to wall under the moonlight
Wel dine snd dance lo make II right
The DZ formal wi be cool aa can be
I bet you never expected to be going with me

Pern
KKG Congratulations KKQ
REBECCA STEVENS
Mortar Board President
KKQ Congratulations KKG
LARA FISH
HSA PraekJent!
LA LALALA BAMBA
COME SEE
"LA BAMBA"
210 MATH SCIENCE
8:00. 10:00, * MIDNIGHT
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
11.60 WITH I.D.
SPONSORED BY
THE UNIVERSITY ACTIVITIES ORGANIZATION
AND
LATINO STUDENT UNION

I LOVE MY MEDIUM

JILL ROSKAVCH
CAROLYN LEMMON
STACEY THOMAS
Good luck al Pommerette try-outs'
Love yal Jacquie

Fill out the attached coupon and return It to The KEY. Write your organization
on the order so we may validate It.

'IT?.

Have you ever wondered about the Occult?
Come tali to someone who specializes in the
study ol this aa wel aa mind control and cults
When? Tuesday. April 1B
0 30 PM
n the Honors Center (below Krelscher)
Free and open to al-sponsored by the Honors
Student Association.
HSA-more than meets the eye.

FIJI ISLAND
Dope.
Saturday you will experience something you
never had before (BUZZ) Try and not get sick
Gal psyched tor Island 88
Love, DOC

We're shooting for a sales record, but need
your help to do it. Help us, and we'll help you.

OUR /\
ORDER YOUR
1988 KEY
NOW!
List price Is $17.95

Quell who?
Can you?
PI PM - Quasi Who II

It's next aemeater"

Any registered campus organization with 20 or
more members (greeks, professional, honorary) is
eligible to receive a $200 contribution. Simply
have the most new sales of 1988 KEYs (percentagewise) among your membership by April 29 to win.

Date_i_Z__Permanent Zip Code.

GREEK CARNIVAL
APM.17
GET TWISTED
GET TWieSTEO AT OUR
TWISTER BOOTH
PHI PStS, ALPHA OELTS AND ALPHA TAU
OMEGAS

FIJI ISLAND
THE WAITING IS OVER
FIJI ISLAND
THE WAITING IS OVER

Help The KEY Set
A Record And We'll
Help Your
Favorite Charity

Name
Soc. Sec. No

Good Luck
lo the labulous
Phi Mu Beta teem'
SUE WELLS
ANITA EMMERTH
CHRIS MOBBCRLY
TRACY ONAGER
LMAPAULEY
You'll do awesome'

It's next semeeter»i

FIJI ISLAND
THE WAITING IS OVER
FIJI ISLAND
THE WAITING IS OVER

D.U'I
Beet ol Luck with the Bike Race The AX'S are
excited!

DAZE OF ROCK COMING SOONIII

Good Luck to everyone in Greek Week 88
"Go For the Go*)''
Sisters of Kappa Delta

I LOVE MY MEDIUM

CHUCK SWEET IS COMING!

BETA 600
PHIMU
BETA 600

OX
Ed, Steve « Tom.
The Motes House end A CHI O's
WW we make It Is Sandueay? No one knows.
But take off that He-dye and put on a evil
Don't worry about anything, we've got the

(UNA BOYAZIS andMICHELLE GRANT
Good luck at your tryouta
tor Pommerettes'
Love, your Phi Mu sisters

you.

Chrietmea SeanCongratulations on your pearttng! Best of kickyou're great!!
Loveya-Jennl

CLEVELAND HERE WE COME!
THE PHI MU FORMAL CREW
APRIL 15,1966

DZ OX DZ OX DAVE COLATRUGLKD DZ OX DZ
OX
The past couple weeks have been so much lun
But after tonight thaytl al be outdone'
The Delta Zetas know how to party In style
Thai you'll find out in |uet a short while
So start getting ready we're seftng el nine.
Nothing could be betterWe I have a great tine"
Delta Zeta formal--1988
Loveya-Lori
PS Don't forget Twister
DZ OX DZ OX DZ OX DZ OX DZ OX DZ OX DZ

We hope you're reedy for liquor and brew
'Ceuee thla cheeey personil'i eepecialry for

■U MM

BETA 500 BETA 600
ALPHA PHI SPIRIT ROLLING
OVER YOU IN BETA 'III
BETA 600 BETA 600

DONNA TULLOCK AN0 LISA RENSHAW
Happy 2let Birthdays!
Tins weekend should be
s BLOWOUT!
Love, Michelle

loot

CD. Love P B. Love Waty, Looking forward 10

BETA 600
Kappa DMa Spirit
GREEK WEEK
Keppe Delta Spirit

OettaUpellon
Fslcon Wheeler Crtterium
IKE RACE
Tomorrow!!!!!
In front of math science
Happy Hours tonight 4-9
at Uptown

Big Brands Heugh. You take BUI » III take Darki.
Wei have fun as the music Is btam' Get paychad lor the Pete Party" Lai. June Zech
MGftnrJe.
Hii How ya doing? Would you like to go to the
AXO Formal thre Saturday?
Oh, I lorgol. I already asked you

PI Pise are warming up lor KTAI

Delta Gemma congratulates
DEBBIE MAZOR tor being chosen
aa the DELTA TAU DELTA SWEETHEART
The Delta made an awesome choice!
Love, your DG sisters

Aprill5,198S 9

LOOKING FOR:
B.G -U. FALCON FOOTBALL
RECRUITING HOSTESSES
appkcattone wil be available In the Union Oval
Apr! 1115 from 11 AM 1 PM and me football
office located In Doyt Parry Staraum. Interviews
wi take place Apr! 20, 21 and 23 Deedane lor
appscabons and Interview sign up at Apr! 19
For more Information can 363-0532 or
372-7083
MAO
THANK YOU FOR SUCH A GREAT TIME LAST
FRIDAY! CANT WAIT TO RETURN THE
FAVOR SATURDAY
WHAT TO BRING
TUXEDO AND YOUR SPEEOO YOU'LL LOOK
GREAT IN BOTH! ILL PROBABLY WEAR
SOMETHING OBNOXIOUS MUCH LOVE
CAD
MEN S AND WOMEN'S GOLF (open) ENTRIES
DUE. APRIL 20 BY 4:00 PM IN 108 SRC
Michael Mover.
Lets go out in style and make Kappa Formal the
beet data party'
Gat psyched lor Saturday
Cynthia

Nanc-congratulaliona on being elected aodal
chair for ADP1 I know you'l do great! Don't
worry about thla weekend-It wi go tantaaticaly"|Especiety now thel you have a date'l Don't
forget about those P 8 parties next year' You're the beat1

Roomie love. Cynm
New Arrivals DalyFul line ol Bate Accessories
Purcet's BKa Shop
131 W Wooater
OOH Beta. Beta
ADPi'a Push It Real Good
Only One More Week Ti PUSH OFFi
Panheeenic Council congratulates Dabby t
kiaon lor being Greek Athlete ol the Week'
PATTY:
I've never left ss hippy
As the day when I met you
I'd hope we'd be together
And my dreams have alnce come true
Theee pest 5 months have been heaven
And the lest yeer outstanding loo
But It pales In compsrison
To the future I'll ehare with you.
And speaking of the future
Tomorrow la the big day
Your twentieth birthdey arrtvee
So In honor of it I aay,
"Happy Birthday Petty-! LOVE YOUI"
From your roll and butter lover, Jet!
Peace Love Beta 500
Peace Love Beta 500
Peace Love Beta 600
Phi Eta Sigma Inmates
Don't torget that the
initiation ceremony at
SUNDAY, APRIL 17,44 PM
m the Grand Baaroom

Cont. on page 10.

Classifieds

10 April 15,198*

Cont. from page 9.
Robb.
We've had a lol ol unique times together.
Thenke lot tf the good times. I know we mi a
lot more coming Love. Sue
P S Let s go fly s kite
MMH HAS A CRUSH ON YOU!
The Non-Refundable $25 Bum
Regletretlon lee may be paid in
425 Studant Same**
RUSH HAft A CRUSH ON YOU!
•COTT WHITEHEAO
Qrab thai tuschis tie and be ready at 5 00 lor
the best Kapoa Delta Formal ever
love.MKheee
PS I'm psyched lor Purple Passion with my
lavonteFUl
SHANNON OOP*,
You had a taala ol it Thursday with Invitational
Now gat ready to unleash some ol your hidden
NATIVE DESIRES.! the graaleal data party
•warn
"FIJI ISLAND"
Youl never target It!
Lew. Mtc heel
tig Eps end Dee Gee's
Gel Paychad lor Greek Weak Ware reedy lor
e good time
TheAlphaStge

So you have nothing to do this Friday or Saturday nlgM? Wal, have no tear. Dry Dock Is han>,
and war* open both Friday and Saturday nights
INS weekend Friday we have threa Ifvs bands,
rhe Exchange Opiate ol the Masses and
Sheepish Gnn Saturday we have another Ive
band. APB. co-sponsored by Beta Thets PI
rVe'l be open both nights 9 PM to 1 AM. no IDs
and no cover ever
STINGER'S CAFE
$79 Subs after 10 PM
Eat In only

MR
To alarl our weekend off to a normal
We w« be attending the K0 Formal
As the weekend progresses, wet put on our
grass dresses end do It up right lor a
GREAT FLU NKJHT'
Coop

To PATSY, MUTEHEAD and AQMONIA
Don't torgat YALE Rugby Team
Football In the oceen
■1 oat high domg this'
■Limbo and the Magic Man
■'Where are your sheets?
mis is weed'
■Yeah Man. No Problem
What • under the mattress?'
JAMAICA WAS AWESOME!
Next Year-Be der Be der or Be Square!
LOVEYAITMEVICSTER

The heel Long Islands In town
ars 12 00 at Sundance
IPaho open weather permittingi
The Brothers ol Sigma Alpha Epseon
would eke to congratulate
Mike Reno-Becker and Carrie Bad*
on their recent krvaliering
THE MCa«KrW Of PHI KAPPA TAU WOULD
LIKE TO EXTEND A CONGRATULATIONS TO
ITS GRADUATING SENIORS FOR THEIR
ACwme»WT8; BOTH PERSONAL AND
FRATERNAL.
WAY TO 00 SENIORS!
The sisters ol Delta Zets
would Ike to thank
TRACY JOHNSON a KATHY HAL AS
for af their fabulous work with Rush It's gonna
be GREAT! You guys are the BEST'

Need 1 or 2 rmts for summer. Large 2 bdrm
apt. Own room SI30 a mo Share a room $ 10amo.FumSuUI Ind.exceptelec 353-0672
NEED SUMMER HOUSING?
CONTACT ROCHELLE 372-5541
Needed: One lemale roommate to lease large
apartment for 88-69 Cal Karen or Carolyn at
353-2649
Needed: Two lemale roommates to sublease
large apartment lor summer Cal Carolyn or
Uss at 353 2649

TO THE PERSON WHO STOLE MY PLASTIC
KHAKI AND SLACK PURSE SATURDAY AT
UPTOWN: YOU HAVE UNTIL WED.. APR 20
TO RETURN BEFORE YOU ARE IDENTIFIED
TO POLICE BY * WITNESS--NJW

Rmie. needed for summer Large 2 person apt
Close to campus Lota ol storage. $112 50 e
mo Can Paltl or Meg 353-2267
Sublease tor summer. Have your own pool!
Mala or lemele-2 people share bedroom Cal
353-2656

Tothesubs
Joyde. Wanna. MoUe (Rosanne). Donna:
CHUCK SWEET LOVE YOU! (Ha told ma!)
Love. Juts

Three friendly girls need 1 lemale lor Sum a F
86 a Sp 89 Spacious 2 bdrm apt on 6th a
Hkjh. Offers pd gas A tow rent. Cal us at
353-12981

TTKA' Scott Osbome-GMA
Get psyched tor an awesome weekend! We're
going to have a Mast-drinking, dancing and
maybe even getting to know each other better'
(Hal Be prepared lor one wM night"
Your AXO Date Kelly

TWO OR THREE PERSONS FOB 88-89
SCHOOL YEAR TO SHARE HOUSE, 309 E.
MERRY IF INTERESTED CALL 352-BARN
12276)
WANTED
1 -2 female sublessors for summer. Very affordable Own room and bath Cal RE Management tor mom into. 352-9302

Tuna up your bike now!

Ma
Pureef'a Bfte Shop 131 W Woosler
392-6264
WANNA 00 TO FORMAL?
DATE NEEDED FOR SATURDAY NIGHT.
HALFWITS AND SIMPLETONS NEED NOT
APPLY.
SEE AMY- 301 ALPHA GAMMA DELTA

WANTED:
t female roommate needed for an apt. next
year. Reasonable rate, dose to campus Cal:
372-4524 or 4526
Wanted: 2 fmmle rmmtee. for summer. MayAug. House-close to campus and CHEAP rent
Cal ASAP. Marcels 353-0134

WENDY MOORMAN and LISANNE WATTS
We're so proud ol our great Greek Week representsltvee!
Love, Your Phi Mu Sisters

WANTED: Christian lemale roommate lor this
summer Starting either during the May session
or June session until the ending of the session
In August Two bedroom apartment close to
campus Cal 363-8208

Wooo1 Got an Itch!

WANTED DO YOU NEED A PLACE TO LIVE
THIS SUMMER? We need 3 lemale roommales, one single and 1 double room available
great location-House across from fraternity
353-1 786 KeHy or Tracy

Wooo'Gotanitch'
Wooo! Got an itch!

Ten*
TNa Is craiyl You're so young, tut Ma Is loo
short not to take chances let' i go out.
Spike

00 BUCKS!
Need a lourth lemale lor Apt next year at OSU
Cal372 5771 ASAP

To the boys ol BETA ALPHA RHO NU
(ska BarnBoys-Duksincluded)
Be ready to shake, shower and shack
Guess Who.
Your Dates

SYMPHONIC BAND CONCERT
Marks Kely.Conductor
Wednesday. April 20
6 00 PM
KobackarHal
FREE

Female roommate needed to sublease lor
summer ONLY S250 lor WHOLE SUMMER'
Cal 353 3036

You can bet cha
That we'll get'ys
Go Gel 'em Gamma Phi's!
"Who's that PI PN ..crulaln down the road?"
"Who's that PI Phi?"
"Whoa got SPIRIT couldn't ask lor more?"
"What's their score?'
PI Phi Spirit la building lor BETA!

WANTED

1-2 fun women needed to share inexpensive
apartment 86-89 Own room Call Jennifer or
Colleen 354-0186

Experienced hair styftsts needed In our
expanded Perryaburg salon Booth rental or
commission
Cal Lon al the Hair Loft
874-7067
Female student to Ive in nights wttti elderly person. Private quarters A bath providdd plus meal
ticket expenses and $100 monthly. Required
lor summer nonths end - or lal-sprtng semesters Write or cal lor application form: Dr. John
P. Davidson 123 Troue BQ 353-9763.

HIRING! Government tobs • your area
$18,000-68.000 Cal (6021 838-8885 EXT
4244
House boy needed lor yeer 1868-69 Plsase
call Ann 372-3221
^^
Immediate Part-Time ft Full-Time Summer
Employment Available. Our company is seeking several employees to perform unskied eght
production work. Flexible hours around claaa
schedules can be arranged or full time in summer. The rale ol wage la $3.35 per hour. H interested, stop by or cal the company office al
352 5525 Advanced Specially Products. Inc
428CloughSt.. Bowling Green. Ohio.

WANTED
TWO NON-SMOKING FEMALE
ROOMMATES FOR FALL-SPRING 88 89
YEAR. ROCKLEDGE APT CALL: ANDREA
3540738 OR LIZ 372 4228

Outdoor Instructor to teach K through 6 In a reskfentlel outdoor program called Nature's
Classroom. Now Hinng-BA. BS required Cal
Susan Tauach at [419) 866-2380

WANTED: Two lemale roommates lor fall
semester. Nice apartment, doae lo campus
Please cal Michelle at 372-3460 or Jenny at
372-4714

Painters Wanted. Experience heWul-FJI time.
Cal 382-2707 anytime

200 Counselors > Instructors Neededl Private, coed summer camp In Pocono Mounlalns. Northaaatsrn Penn. Lohlkan. PO BOX
234B0, Kenllworth, NJ 07033 1201276-0565.

2 fa. rmtea. needed tor fall-spnng semesters 4
rmtaa needed lor summer Nice house. Close
to campus Reasonable rent Cal 352-1668

Attention I
Graphic Am 1VCT majors
Student Publications is now interviewing for Pel
'88 production assistants Apply st Student
Employment, 460 Student Services

2 lemale Chneoan Roommates for summer. Big
House, Cheep, close to campus. Michele
353-5922

Babysitter In my Perryaburg home 2 PM-6 PM
4 days a week One and two year olds. Cal Tally at 874 6076 Irom to AM t PM.

CABLE READY 1 4" SHARP COLOR TV WITH
REMOTE LESS THAN IB MOS OLD $160 OR
BEST OFFER
10 SPEED BIKE WITH CARRIER $50 OR
BEST OFFER
CALL TARNOR 354-2898
Commodore 128 Computer and Dtekdrtve. Two
pkgs software included 372-4132

Coupon Books for only $50 Jenny 372-3565

WINTHROP TERRACE
NOW RENTING FOR
SUMMER AND FALL

Hurry — Don't Miss Out!!
Apartments Going Fast!!
3 Locations
• Palmer Avenue
• South Summit St.
• Napoleon Road
tVOne and two bedroom apartments,
furnished and unfurnished
tVHeat, Water, and Trash removal
all included
•frOn Site Management
•fr Full-time Maintenance
•fr Swimming Pools
irClose to Grocery Stores, Shopping,
and Banks
# Special Summer Rates

EARLY BIRD DISCOUNT IF
LEASE IS SIGNED BEFORE
MAY 6

Office: 400 Napoleon Rd. 352-9135
9-12, 1-7 Weekdays
10-4 Saturdays
12-4 Sundays

326 S. Main SI.
362-5620

FOR RENT
Excelent location on corner ol Court and Summit Street. Summer only. $90 a mo ee for four
students. Utll included Cal for less than lour or
Xitormation 362-2932
FREE A.C. FOR SUMMER
Perfect house near Dairy Queen. Summer only
ALL uti payed inci cable TV Cal 2 6434

Dorm refrigeratoronly 9 monlhs used1 $4b Call Jenny 3/2-3565
FIREBIRD 1983 Black Cruise. AC. Cassette.
Sharp 874-4221 or 874-2836
FOR SALE-H60 SUZUKI
LOW MILES «50 CC
ASKING 11600 352-6091

FREE CABLE TV
NEW CARPET
1(2 BLOCK TO CAMPUS
2 BEDROOM FURNISHED
GAS HEAT PAID
AVAILABLE FALL ft SPRING SEMESTERS
362-1800 EVENINGS ft WEEKENDS
352-4673 WEEKDAYS

For Sale: 1986 Suzuki 650 Mini condition. Low
mileage Cal 352-1961
FOR SALE: EARTH TONE LOVE SEAT-SLEEPER COUCH. ASKING $70
CALL
3520701 LEAVE MESSAGE
IBM Selectric $300
352-0949 after 6 PM

or

best

oiler

GRABS OR QUIET UNDERQRADS
2 bdrm. 2-3 people 12 month lease
FREE heal, AC, cooking, water
VERY ATTRACTIVE BUILDING

Cal

352-3445

IGUANA
For sale. $75 or beat offer. Serious cats only.
353-4825

We have a few summer rentals
available tool

Pod Cue-Schrneftte. 18 oz. fantastic balance.
excelent condition. $45. cal 354-2728 mornings or evenings alter 10.

HOUSES FOR 88 89 SCHOOL YEAR
PLEASE CALL 354-7701
OR 352-2330 AFTER 5.00

SUNGLASSES
VUARNET. RAY-BAN.
SERENGETTI. WAYFARER
10% DISCOUNT WfTHAO
1022 N PROSPECT 352-2502

Jay Mar Apartments
2 bdrm. Summer-Fall rentals, clean
affordable and privately owned.
We car* about you
Fum, unfum, laundry. AC
Special: FREE Cable TV Installation
it leased tor Fall by 6-15-88

FOR RENT

364-6036
1 bdrm. apt. close to campua aval June 10
$195amo pkisutl. Cal 354 1079 after 6 PM

SUMMER CAMP COUNSELORS NEEDED
WHO ME? Yea. you, too, can have a satisfying
summer as a counselor in a United Methodist
Church camp! If you like children, enjoy being
oludoora and went lo share your faith, phone
1-600-762-7932 for more Information and an
appscsllon
SUMMER OPPORTUNITY - Fine reskjentlsl
camp for girls In Vermont seeking women
couneetoreHnstniCtors, mid-June through
mid-August. Gymnastics, tennis, tailing, riding, canoeing, waterfront, drama, ceramics,
arts $ crafti, fleldaporta, tripping Instructors.
Also secretary. Non-amokera, good character
ft love of children. Call or write Locheem
Camp, Box SOD, Post Mills, VT 0S0S8. (602)
333-4211.

1 semester (si Issss. $340 s month. Furnished
efficiency. Al utlkties paid. Limited number left
PH 354-3182 or 352-1520

Must sublease 1 bedroom in s 2 bedroom apt.
Rent $190 lor June. Jury. Aug Good neighborhood Own room, AC. Cal 354-4903

1-2 BEDROOM APT
School yeer, year, summer leases available • S
JV Rentals 352-7454

Must luclaaii A-frame at 720 Eighth St lor
summer. Three bedrooms. 11-2 baths tor 3-4
people Cal Betsy weeknights after 8:00 PM:
3530482

1-2 f. roommates needed lor Summer only.
Smal house across from campus. Call
3520347 or 3540788
2 bdrm duplex lor summer 88
372-4132

2 BDRM HOUSE FOR ACADEMIC YEAR BEGINNING FALL. 239 S. COLLEGE CLOSE TO
CAMPUS. FULLY FURNISHED. AC FAMILY
OR 3 PEOPLE. OWNER PAYS GAS
S550/MO 353-4588
2 bdrm. apt for Summer '88. Close to campua.
pool, AC . dishwasher. 1,2 or 3 rmmtes. Rent
negol 352-4990 or 352-2027

TOLEDO HILTON w* have positions available
lor the summer at the front desk and for night
auditors. PBX operators, and food & beverage
arse* Please cat 372-2451 H you are interested or stop by the Co-op Office. 236 Admin.
Bktg

•79 Ford Grenada »550
Runs well, No Rust.
Csll 353-7613

146 ManvUe

2 bdrm furnished apt. Close to campua and
downtown Available May 15 352-5389

2 BEDROOM FURN 8UNFURN

FREE CABLE TV
GAS HEAT PAID
AVAIL SUMMER 6 9-12 MONTHS
NEXT TO STINGER'S CAFE
352-1800 EVENINGS ft WEEKEND
352-4673 WEEKDAYS

FOR SALE

A-C-X

AVOID LONG WALKS TO CAMPUS
605 2nd Street
1 bdrm, unfurnished apt
FREE water and sewer
extremely tow heel Mils
Newlove Rentals

ATARI COMPUTER 130 XE. ATARI 10-27
LETTER QUALITY PRINTER. ATARI 10-10
PROGRAM RECORDER. ASKING $350 USED
COUPLE OF TIMES.

GEAUGA LAKE SUMMER INTERNSHIP
Exceesnt opportunity (or professional minded
Individual to work as a Group Coordinator lor
trie Seles-Promotions department Send resume to: Geauga Lake. 1060 Aurora Road.
Aurora. OH 44202. Arm Sales Manager

Neil tecnniclana-apece rental
or commission Cal Lori at
TheH* Loft 874-7067

HELP WANTED

354-2260 OR 352-6563
OPEN I AM TO I PM

Coupon Book- J65 or otter- Csll 353-6517.
Geauga Lake Summer Internship
Excelent Opportunity lor professional minded
individual to work as a Group Coorrinator lor the
sales-promotion department Send resume to
Geauga Lake 1060 Aurora Rd . Aurora, OH
44202. Attention Sales Manager

WANTED: One person to help sublesae, for
summer, house on ManvNe One block from
campus Own Room, very affordable. Cal
372-1173.

1 or 2 people to sublease 1 bdmv furnished
apt for summer ALL UTILITIES PAID! Great location-close to campus and to town. Cal
363-6122

ASSORTMENT OF APARTMENTS
AND HOUSES AVAILABLE FOR
SUMMER AND FALL RENTALI
CALL JOHN NEWLOVE REALESTATE
319 E WOOSTER

364-4626

■3 Bulck Skyhawk 5-speed. excellent condition, 59,000 mess ASKING $3500 CALL
353-9114

Cal 946-4576
Please cal after May 2

Wanted: Male or female roommate lor summer
semester House dose to campus and you wf
have your own bedroom. CaH Mr. Stslder
372-1641

We buy cars: wrecked, kinked or anything!
PH 352-5134

78 Olds Cutlass
AM-FM Stereo - Good Condition $1700

79 FORD MUSTANG SUNROOF. AM-FM
CASS LOSS Of NEW PARTS. RUNS OREATI
ASKING $1000. CALL 352-0701 LEAVE A
MESSAGE

Cleveland Area Residents
Fuli-tlme summer help wanted
$6 2610 start-several openings
Al majors conaidered
Interviews held Friday May6. 7,9.10

LIFEGUARDS WANTED Seasonal work avails
bet at Portage Quarry Rec Club MUST BRING
CURRENT RED CROSS CERTIFICATION
CARDfotherwise you wi not have en Interview), and apply In person at T-Square
Graphics. 121 S Main. Bowing Green Accepting applications through Friday. April 22. 1988
or*/.

1 or 2 Female rmtes. Available May 7 Phone
3S2-1679or 352-0164

I-2 female room
i needed to share a nice
2 bedroom apartment close to campus for the
entre summer Cal 353-0205 after 5 PM

Bartender, part-time: nights and weekends.
Apply between 2-4 PM M-F st the Eats Club
200 Campbell Rd 352-2149

2bdrm. deluxe apts. Summer only. $500. Cal
052-3446.

1976 CHEV MALIBU 2 DR Runs great
AM-FM Cassette. Air MUST SELL1 $700 or
bast Cai 352-1261 evenings

NO UTILITY BILLS
2 BR tufty furnished apts
Excelent location on Third Street
Very reasonable. Just $ 140 s month
par person lor 4-peraon occupancy
(9 payments lor school year) Owners pay
al utilities Cal 352-4966 eves

Now Leasingtor Summer and Fa*.
HAVEN HOUSE
PEIDMONT APARTMENTS
Al residents receive a Free membership to
Cherrywood Health Spa

352-9378

Now leasing-May ft Aug. leases 1,2.3 bdrm
apts. ft houses. Yes. we do eftow pets
353-1336
Rooms available by month for Summer and next
school year 88-89 Kitchen, bdrm. Living Rm .
Sena-turn . unties paid 352-9209 after 5:00
or 372-7743 8:00-5 00 Ask lor Mrs Brooks

Smoking roommates for next fal '88 and spring
'89. Half block from campus Mike 3530344

3 bdrm house aval 5-20-88 420 S College
$460 per month. Sieve Smith-362-8917

SUBLEASE FOR SUMMER AND OR FALL.
LARGE 1 BEDROOM APT CALL 363-7617

824 Sixth Street
Renting for Summer 1988 and 1988-89
school year 2 BR tufty furnished apts.
Free heat, water, sewer! Tenants pay
electricity Cal 352-4966 eves

SUBLET EFFICIENCY FOR SUMMER
Across Mac-Dorm Rent: $135 per month &
elec FREE AC Cal 352-7716 |8-9pm)

1977 Honda Accord hatchback. Air, AM-FM
Cassette. $ 1500 or best otter Cal 3620949
after 6 PM
1979 FIREBIRD
GREAT CONDITION BEST OFFER
CALL KERI372-5408

Summer lease, furnished 2 person, 1 bedrroom
apt. air cond. doae to campus $370 aa. cal
354-4124 lor more Information

1986 Chevy Spectrum, 4 door. S speed,
stereo. AC. good cond 20.000 mi $6200 or
take over payments Cal 362-5781
AFFORDABLE CAMPUS LIVING
309 High St.
FREE Gas Heat, Water I Sewer
Private parking ft laundry facll.
New bedroom carpeting
NEW pries lilting
Newlove Rental! 326 S. Main
362-6420

74 MOB
New lop, good ccndltton-paja parts
Best offer over $2000
W Celebrity with ak
Beet offer over $6000
•IPontlec Safari Wagon
9 passenger-loaded ft trailer
362-150»
76 Ford Mustang Good Condition Must aM
$560-1 large pirana and 20 gallon tank $60
353-7720

APARTMENT FOR RENT THIS SUMMER:
FURNISHED. CARPETED. AIR CONDITIONED.
5 MINUTE WALK FROM CAMPUS. IN NICE
SECTION OF 8.O.. CALL 353-2831 EVENINGS

Summer Rentals- 3 month leases
Arjsrtmenta-Houaas-Rooms
Phone 362-7365
Summer Sublease Furnished Efficiency. ALL
UTILITIES PAID. Prune location on N. Summit
doae to campus. May 15-Aug 15 $860 Cal
362-1602
SUMMER SUBLEASE Large 1 bdrm. apl one
or two persona. AC, basic cable, no deposit
352-3042
Summer Sublease. 311 S Mam Large tun*
shed 2 bdrm apt $350 per month. Cal Laura
362-0078

Attention!!
Graphic Arts and VCT majors
Student Publicotions is now interviewing for PRODUCTION ASSISTANT positions for Fall 1988.
Interested parties may apply at Student Employment, 460 Student Services Building.

tOTftlLY

Brad Monet-It t
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'Dead' followers still alive
by Carol Karbowiik

Jerry Oarcla end the Grateful DMO attracted their usual large
following of 'deedheada' Monday at Joa Loula Arana In Detroit.

Friday/ired PtteHn
Oarcla and tha 'Daad' are still going atrang attar being
together for over 20 yeare.

Deadheads prefer peaceful world
byUfrhAiMiH*mtrtori
On Friday, April 15. Judy will attend the Grateful Dead show
in Chicago. So wiD Eric. So will Noel. So will Natasha. So will
thousands of others who call themselves "deadheads."
But bemg a "deadhead" involves much more than wearing
the loose-fitting tie-dye apparefl and listening exclusively to
the Grateful Dead. Being a deadhead is a way of life for people
like Judy, Noel. Eric, and Natasha, it's a way of looking at life,
according to them.
Judy, 20, a former philosophy major at Dartmouth University, has been traveling with the Dead since she left school over
a year ago.
"1 just realized that school wasn't for me," she said. "This is
what 1 need right now. Maybe one day I'll go back — maybe
not."
Within this group of grateful dead followers, there is a true
" "expreston nftrust and ujuipdiiioiisliip.-th.it lhe<

is unmatched to any other experience in life.
Eric earns money to go from show to show, from city to city,
by selling among other things, "Deadheads for Peace" bumper
stickers. However, Eric does not hestitate to leave his possessions and money with us while he goes to talk to friends he
hasn't seen since the last show.
'1 know no one is going to steal my stuff," he said. "And
even if they do, 1 know I would be alright. These people would
never let me starve."
Deadheads live together harmoniously from show to show.
As Noel, 19, from Los Angeles, put it "1 can't even remember
how many shows I've seen with these people."
Their news consists of "A New World Rising" that Eric distributes free to people who attend Dead shows. It contains the
dates of national events like peace marches, the Annual Student Disarmament Pilgrimage from New York to Washington
»J}SeiH>ear.»,-fwe<e427-

For a group that has been together for
over twenty years and has enjoyed only one
top forty single ("Touch of Grey"), the
Grateful Dead has managed to survive and
flourish through years of social and political upheavals to become one of the biggest-drawing live bands of all time.
Earlier this week in Detroit, the Dead
played to a sold-out crowd that included
Deadheads of all ages. The Deadheads, of
course, is a group name for the Grateful
Dead's intense fanclub. Deadheads are
considered by many to be a type of cult,
however, most fans tend to be highly intelligent yet individualistic enough not to fit
into the mainstream of today's society.
"It was really strange," Ford Matthews,
freshman undecided major, said. "I really
like the Dead, but I'm not what you'd consider a Deadhead. I expected to be out of
place because I didn't know what to expect It was quite... bizarre."
Before the concert Deadheads could be
found selling Dead-related items everywhere. Tie-dyed bandanas, T-shirts, and
braided bracelets that were originated by
Deadheads and are now a friendship sign,
were being sold and traded for other Deadrelated items.
Resplendent color was the trademark of
the night although the band members
wore darker clothes. Deadheads wore
things like tie-dyed T-shirts with face paintings, colorful bandanas and long flowing
skirts and dresses. One man came dressed
as a butterfly, complete with wings. Drugs
were common, though many did not get
through the search and seizure at the
door. Once the band started playing, the
cloud of marijuana smoke rose quickly to
the top of the auditorium. The police stood
around and watched dully — outnumbered.
The Dead and their fans have formed a
fellowship unique in the rock industry.
This fellowship boasts its own popular
press made up of several Dead-related
magazines; its own radio program which
may be syndicated nationwide; its own
computer-linked database system in which
Deadheads not only trade notes and views
on ethical issues, but also pass along their
concerns directly to the band members;
and its own worldwide network of tape collectors who, with the band's cooperation,
record all of the Dead's performances and
share them with others.
On stage, however, the band has a
rather unique style reminiscent of the
1960s when they used to bring bean-bag
chairs and pillows on-stage to sit on during
their six-hour long concerts. They do no
jumping around, no speaking between
songs, and no fancy tncatrics,.Tl«e band
■ Sec Deadheads, page 11.
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Movie oat of ordinary
sages such as: "Unhappy with Eternity?
Call Betelgeuse!"
Eventually, Beetlejuice (the spelling is
After several grueling hours of braininconsistent in the movie also) does appicking, an apt characterization of the new pear. Keaton's character, a bio-exorcist
film "Beetlejuice" still escapes me. Actual(you won't find that word in the dictionly, I do not think one exists.
ary), is an extremely rude and obnoxious
Some have called it a supernatural
creature with a penchant for the spectacucomedy, while others have placed it in the
lar when it comes to scaring people.
fantasy-horror genre. No, those do not
When Beetlejuice makes an obsessive
quite fit-maybe it's a ghoulish comedy. No
nuisance of himself, the Maitlands are
that's not it either. I give up.
faced with getting rid of him as well as the
Whatever it is, "Beetlejuice" is definitely
Deetzes. Of course, things are not that
out of the ordinary. It is also devilishly eneasy because Beetlejuice is determined to
tertaining.
stick around for awhile.
To explain the aura of confusion, conDirector Tim Burton relies mainly on
sider the following examples of the delight- imaginative visual gadgetry in this film, and
ful absurdity which permeates the film.
he enhances it with some particularly grueFirst, the character for whom the movie is
some humor.
titled, Beetlejuice (Michael Keaton), is not
During the climactic wedding scene, for
really the main focus of the story, and he
instance, Beetlejuice produces a ring
makes relatively few appearances.
which is still attaced to a severed finger. In
There are also plenty of strange, disfiresponse to his bride's astonishment, he
gured creatures, yet they are more amusexclaims, "I tell ya, honey, she meant nothing than frightening.
ing to me." Comparatively speaking, this is
Finally, demonic possession in the movie an extremely mild example of the special
consists of making a startled dinner party
effects used in this movie.
stand up and sing in unison Harry Belafon"Beetlejuice" also presents some interte's banana-boat hit of the 1950s ("Day-ol
esting views of the afterworld. Evidently,
Day-ay-ay-o! Daylight come and me wanna
death does not offer an escape from the
go home!").
world's frustrating bureaucratic enIt all sounds pretty weird, right? Well it
tanglements. There are still countless
is, but it is also a great deal of fun.
forms to be filled out technical manuals to
In simplest terms, the film deals with a
read, and long lines to wait in.
haunted house. However, there is a
Also, the dead retain the evidence of
peculiar twist-the story takes the viewtheir demise. A restaurant patron walks
point of the ghosts.
around with the bone in his throat that
Adam and Barbara Maitland (Alec Baldchoked him. A magician's assistant acciwin, Geena Davis) are proud owners of an
dentally sawed in half takes up two places
old house in Connecticut. After a car accion the sofa-one for her legs, and one for
dent, the charming couple passes into the
her upper torso.
hereafter, but the two continue to reside in
Such visual effects are the main thrust of
the attic of their former home.
the movie, so the acting naturally takes a
The trouble begins when the house is
back seat. Still, Baldwin and Davis play
sold to the rich and trendy Deetz family.
their parts perfectly, and the rest of the
Charles (Jeffrey Jones) is a henpecked
cast does remarkably well in the midst of
husband, and his snobbish wife Delia
all the strange creatures in the film.
wants to completely remodel the old
Although his appearances are few and
house. Lydia (Winona Ryder) is their sulky
far between, Beetlejuice, with his belching
teenage daughter, who wants absolutely
obtrusiveness, is the one who injects real
nothing to do with either of her parents.
life into the story. The character is quite
Disliking both the family and the renovaloathsome, but Keaton makes him funny
tion efforts, the Maitlands set out to scare
as well.
the Deetzes away with their recentlyIf there is any message at all in this odd
obtained ghostly powers. However, the
festival of spooky delights, it is that death
Deetzes are more entertained than frightmay not be any easier than life is-so enjoy
ened by the gory spectacles hatched up by ' life while you can. A good way to start is to
the post-mortem couple.
see this movie.
Lacking the experience needed to do the
job, the Maitlands consider several emer"Beetlejuice," rated PC, is now playing
gency plans to get the Deetzes out One
at the Woodland Mall Cinema. Running
alternative is to call a mysterious demon
time: 95 minutes.
who has been bombarding them with mesbyCralgWgnw
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OFFER GOOD
SUNDAY ONLY
NO LIMIT
"JUSTMADE FOR YOU"

320 E. WOOSTER BOWLING GREEN

What is it?
If you can identify this
object, you could win a SI5
gift certificate from Stingers
Cafe, 1414 E. wooster. (Does
not include tax. gratuity, or
alcoholic beverages).

Sponsored by

Drop your answers in the
entry box located in the BG
News editorial office, 214
West Hall.
Entries are due by
Thursday. Apr. 21st ai 2
em. The winning entry will
: named at that time. If
more than one correct entry
is received, a drawing will
be held to determine the
winner.
Employees of BGSU
Student Publications are not
eligible.

Kim Southward corroctty ktonttttod last wooks object at a
comof ol Q dw.

ENTRY FORM

Name

Address
Phone Number.
What is it?
Return>toQG-Ne*vBedkoriai1Xfios. 2H- Wtef HBW) BGSU.
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College campuses at risk
by Greg Conrfel

[PwmtAWS
know the facts
AIDS is the abbreviation far «cquired (not inherited) immune defirimcy (abmMowri of (be body s
rfeiaTue syetem, producing susceptir to certain diseases) syndrome
I spectrum of disorders and symptoms). Tt* AIDS virus attacks the
human blood cetb. weakening the
body's defense against illness and
disease.
To a lesser extent, the AIDS virus
Jsc attacks the nerve ceUs. The
virus that causes AIDS may also.
produce a adder range of (finesses
called AIDS-retated Complex (ARC),
a leaser farm of AIDS.
Many of the early symptoms of
AIDS or ARC are similar to those of
the '"flu."' The severity and duration
of the symptoms is what distinguishes AIDS. Symptoms include:
— Persistent, excessive tiredness
for no apparent reason.
— Recurring fevers, cMBs, or
night sweats.
-Unexplained weight loss of
more than 10 pounds.
- Persistent enlargement of the
lymph nodes (gland/).
- Sore throat that does not go
away, or white spots or patches in
the mouth.
-Anew, persistent cough.
-Easy bruising or unexplained
bleeding from any part of the body.
-Persistent diarrhea.
■See Facts, page 12.

A student out at the bars with some
friends meets an attractive member of the
opposite sex. They dance, share a few
drinks, and at the end of the evening, they
go home together.
The next morning the student wakes
alone and finds a note scrawled in lipstick
on the bathroom mirror which reads, "I
have AIDS, now you have it too."
By now, most students on campus have
heard this story. In spite of AIDS testing,
the number of cases in the United States is
increasing, and as it does, so does the fear
as well as the possibility of catching the
disease at the University.
Val Tekaucic, co-chairman of The Lesbian and Gay Alliance (LACA), said there
are probably already students on campus
who have tested positive to carrying the
HTLV-III virus that causes AIDS.
"I cannot imagine that on this campus
there would be none," he said.
However, this does not mean these people necessarily have AIDS. According to a
series of brochures published by the American Red Cross and the U.S. Public Health
Service, the AIDS antibody test does not
determine if a person will get AIDS, but
only if they have been exposed to the
disease.
"A positive test result does not mean
that someone will get AIDS — many people with a positive test either remain free of
symptoms or develop less serious illnesses," the brochures state. "A positive test
result does indicate that a person has been
infected by the AIDS virus and most probably can transmit it to others, even if he or
she shows no symptoms."
It is estimated that more than one million Americans have been infected by the
AIDS virus, the brochures state.
Joanne Navin, RN, MSN, and clinic coordinator at the Student Health Center,
said the AIDS antibody test is not for
everyone.
"It's not like having a throat culture
where if you get a false reading they give
you a shot of penicillin that you don't

O.O

00

/\y\ /\A

versity students who have been tested
there, since many of them may not have
listed the University as their address for
the test
It is known, however, that three cases of
AIDS have been diagnosed in Wood
County since 1985. Two of the three victims have since died.
Mary Edmonds, Vice President of Student Affairs, said there is no formal University policy to deal with an AIDS virus
carrier or an AIDS patient on campus.
"That is definitely something we should
handle on a case-by-case basis," she said,
"Our policy is to provide as much education as possible. This is a policy which
must be implemented on a daily basis."
"It is a continuous educational process.

$1.00
OFF

HOWARD'S clubH
NO COVER

210 N. MAIN

need; that won't kill you, but people have
lost their jobs and even committed suicide
over testing positive to the AIDS virus,"
she said.
The AIDS antibody test is offered at the
Student Health Center to students who
need the test as a prerequisite for employment. Many larger corporations and the
U.S. government require all prospective
employees to take the test, Navin said:'
"No University student has tested positive at the Health Center to date, she added.
But the test is also available on an
anonymous basis in Toledo at the Medical
College of Ohio, and Tekaucic said there is
no way to determine the number of Uni-

Any Big
Salad

BAND UPDATES ON BG 5

Chef
Vegetarian
Taco

Georgia
Peach Band

It looks like every week there is new information being discovered about AIDS.
When you have an emerging ideology, like
with AIDS, you need to continually update
your information," Edmonds said.
Health Center officials are working to do
just that, Navin said. She and Dr. Josh Kaplan, Medical Director of the Health
Center, regularly give lectures to groups
such as the University residence advisers,
fraternities and sororities.
Also to increase AIDS awareness, Dr.
Kaplan is cooperating with the English department, which is requiring all freshman
English students to write their proficiency
exam this on the topic of AIDS.
In a letter to the English department,
Dr. Kaplan explained some of the facts
about AIDS to the instructors who then
conveyed the information to their students.
"One common misconception is that
AIDS is primarily a disease of homosexual
men," the letter states. "Actually the virus
is already widely distributed among heterosexuals. Because of this and other
misconceptions, many people continue to
risk exposure to the deadly AIDS virus."
The students were also given eight brochures from the Red Cross, one from the
U.S. Surgeon General's office and three articles from U.S. News and World Report.
Jeremy Kolt, freshman undecided major
and student in C.H. Li's English 111 class,
said he is more concerned about what is
not known about AIDS than what is
known.
"There is very little known about the
subject and the information we're given
contradicts itself. In one pamphlet it says
AIDS is not spread through normal daily
contact like from sharing a toothbrush,
and then later in the same brochure is says
if you have a positive (AIDS antibody) test
do not share toothbrushes," Kolt said.
Kolt said it is the possibility of nonsexual contraction of the disease that most
worries him.
"I'm concerned about getting it through
regular daily contact, like if somebody gets
■ See Aids, page 12.
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Free Delivery
352-9638
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Free Delivery
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Free Delivery
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Saturday Night
Entertainment by

Friday and Saturday
April 15 & 16

Logan ScOtt 10:30-l:00a.m.
Sunday Night
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Treehouse troupe performs childrens plays
byShcrceScil
"Bamboozled" and "The Hans Christian
Andersen Storybook"will be presented by
the University's Treehouse Troupe under
the direction of Dr. F. Scott Regan tonight
and tomorrow night in Joe E. Brown
Theatre at 7:30 p.m..
The Treehouse Troupe has traveled
around Ohio to present the performances
to students from different elementary
schools. They will continue to perform until April 28.
The "Hans Christian Andersen Storybook" contains adaptations of four of Andersen's fairy tales. These tales include
"The Jumping Competition," "Big Klaus
and Little Klaus,""The Princess and the
Pea," and "The Ugly Duckling." The
Troupe has performed this show 17 times

Salads:

Soups:

for students in kindergarten through third
grade.
"Bamboozled" is a modern play based
on the characters and traditions of cornmedia deU'arte, an improvisational slapstick form of farce which was popular during the 16th-18th centuries in Europe.
Treehouse Troupe member Shelly
Parks, freshman creative writing major,
says she enjoys performing for the children1. "If s a lot different than performing
for adults. They (children) are so enthusiastic — they really get involved."
Other members of the Treehouse
Troupe include James Azelvandre, Rene
Guerrero, Mel Hatch, Christopher
McCarty, Andrew McLean, and Laurie
Scott.

Snacks:

Subs:

Salads;_J5pu|>s^—JjJJflcJf*^—§Hfi2fi

—4

Who's Ih0 winrwTChrlttophar McCarty (canter) of Bryan can't decide whether the
winner It Jim Azelvandre (left) of Columbus or Ran* Guerrero (right) of Toledo in
"The Jumping Competition," one of four atorlaa brought ot Iff*In " The Hana Chrletian Andersen Storybook." The University TreohouM Troupe will preeent the production tonight and tomorrow at 7:30 P.M. In the Joe E. Brown Theatre.
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American Heart
Association

The Gish Film Theater

WE'RE FIGHTING FOR VOUR LIFE

Presents
An Agatha Christie / Hercule Poirot Mystery
EVIL UNDER THE SUN (1981)
Directed by Guy Hamilton. Roddy McDowall,
Peter Ustinov, Jane Birken, James Mason.
102 minutes.

4th and Final Waak

and a nerve-wracking lady-in-distress thriller
DEAD OF WINTER (1986)
Directed by Arthur Penn. Roddy McDowall,
Mary Steenburgen, Jan Rubes, William Russ.
100 minutes

KILOXI

BLUES

at Snow Time,
Frt. 7:15 Sat 2:00
9: IS
4:00
7:1 S
11:11
US
11:11
Sun. 2:00
4:00
7:18

Friday night, April 15, 1988
7:00 p.m. EVIL UNDER THE SCJN
9:00 p.m. DEAD OF WINTER

The Gish Film Theater, Hanna Hall
FREE
••■<*..
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Five star jazz artist will perform on campus
by David A. Lcchncr
Wynton Marsalis, a five star jazz artist
and accomplished classical musician will
be performing at Kobacker Hall Saturday
night
After establishing himself as a gifted musician, Marsalis made an exceptional sweep
at the 1984 Grammy Awards. Marsalis
received back to back Crammies in both
jazz and classical music. At a very young
age, the struggling 27-year-old Marsalis
was the first musician to ever receive a
Grammy in two separate musical categories in the same year. Marsalis has continued to gamer such prestigious awards and
it is believed that he has yet to reach his
potential.
Marsalis, son of Ellis Marsalis, a renowned jazz pianist and composer, made his
musical debut at age 14 with the New Orleans Philharmonic Orchestra. Being a featured soloist, he performed such classics as
Franz Joseph Haydn's Trumpet Concerto
and later Johann Sebastian Bach's Brandenberg Concerto No.2.
Continuing his activism with various
funk bands, civic orchestras, and other
local performers, his reputation earned
him a slot in the Berkshire Music Center at
Tanglewood at age 17. Within one year he
was awarded a scholarship to the famed

Julliard School of Music which he attended
for three years. In 1981, Marsalis left Julliard without a degree and began touring
with major orchestras throughout the
United States and England.
He has recorded numerous award winning classical and jazz albums, two of
which resulted in his unprecedented multiple Crammies in 1984.
Marsalis, equally talented in classical
music, has always tried to put more emphasis on jazz. In his biography he says,
"Because I play with orchestras and all
that, some people think I'm a classical musician who plays-jazz. They have it backwards. I'm a jazz musician who can play
classical."
This reflects his feelings on how jazz is a
style of music that must be studied and
mastered before it's improved.
Marsalis' career has continued to prosper. In 1986, he won the Grammy Award
for Jazz Soloist making it the third consecutive year he has received the award. His
popularity has gained him recognition as
the subject of feature stories in "Time,"
"Life," and "People" magazines.
As "Macleans" magazine pointed out in
1984, Marsalis can afford to limit himself
because he "has the gifts to grow in
whatever direction he chooses."
■See Marsalis. page 12.

Wynlon Manilla

Fun Food, Fun Times, For Fun People
Downstairs, the Restaurant Features:
• a relaxed atmosphere
• wide variety of foods
• honors the Grandfather Clause
• Opens daily at 11:00 a.m.

Upstairs, the Club Features:
• Together Again - high enerqy
Fri. & Sat.
• Mondays - Jazz Night
• Tues & Weds Dan Binkley
• April 21-24 - Claudia
• Happy Hours - Mon-Fri
FREE Munchic Buffet 4-7 p.m.
Drink Specials 4-9 p.m.
• 21 and over

Try Soft Rock's own drinkThe Rockin' Mama!
104 S. Main St.
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Racism affects hispanics on campus
by Nancy Erikson
In February the University celebrated
Black History Month. This was evident in
the events that took place on campus such
as speakers, movies or dances.
Most University students knew that it
•v.ts Black History Month. It opened some
Joors for those who knew nothing about
the black culture and helped bridge the

ACE

gap between blacks and whites.
This past week was Hispanic Awareness
Week,
Most students are probably not aware of
that. There have been few posters. There
have been no movies. There has been no
advertisements of speakers, if there have
been any speakers at all.
There has only been apathy and disinterest something that the hisnanic-

Americans are fairly used to.
"There is not much interest in hispanic
studies and culture at this university. This
could be because the enrollment of hispanic students here has declined. The hispanic students come and they leave. They
say they don't like the atmosphere of the
campus," Dr. Antonio Buron, associate
professor of romance languages, said.
He added, "Most of the problem is with

recruiting students. I was interested in recruiting students from Texas but the University Administration would not back me
up. Once I gave them 62 names of hispanic
students that were interested in Bowling
Green and the administration never contacted them, so they went to other
schools."
It seems though, even though he has recieved little help from the administration
in recruiting hispanic students from the
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FRIDAY & SATURDAY
8pm, 10pm & Midnight
210 MSC
$1.50w/BGI.D.
This film traces the early love of music, the dizzying rise to stardom of
Ritchie Valens and his tragic death in
a plane crash. Lou Diamond Phillips
portrays Ritchie Valens with sincerity
and emotion.
Sponsored by

cosponsored by
Latino Student Union

Friday/Rob Upton
Or. Antonio Buron

South West, it does not seem to a problem
with willingness on the part of the administration.
"I think the Administration is very serious and sincere about helping the recruitment of these students, but they are going
about it the wrong way. I feel beautiful
things and hear beautiful promises but
there is a great lack of action on the part of
those making the promises," he said.
Another problem that Buron has encountered is the never ending problem of
prejudice and racism.
Originally from Leon, Spain, Buron said
that although he has taught at the University for 19 years, he has never been elected
to a committee.
"I don't know why I am never elected. I
am qualified enough but never elected. So
■ See Hispanic, page 12.

MONDAY SPECIALS
1/2 BAKED
CHICKEN
Includes: Mashed
Potatoes
& Gravy,
Roll&
Butter
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Advertisements aren 't personal enough
by Sean P. Smith
"Fogbrained, Gearhead needs crankcase
for his dipstick, 1957 model, white exterior, mint condition, no wrecks or rebuilds.
Picture of body please. "(Cleveland Magazine)
"Submissive SWM, 25, gorgeous, athletic, seeking sincere, dominant femalelbhfemaleslcouples. Age, race, unimportant Let me fulfil] your needs and fantasies. 1st come, first served." (hi Pittstxirgh)
No, this isn't men's room grafitti. This is
personal advertising at its best
NOTE: These personal ads did not, and
would not, appear in the BC News. The
News' personals are much more tame. And
boring. If the above people were to advertise in the BC News, it would probably be

person of the 80s. While hopeless romantics in other cities are selling themselves in
the personals, University students use
them to find their lost jackets or advertise
happy hour prices.
If s time to leam from other papers. The
personals give other papers their personality.
For instance, where else but the "MetroTimes," from Detroit could you find
this ad:
"Sky God wishes to meet earth mother
for cosmic union. Faster than light marathoner enjoys pulsars and quasars, nonpolluted. Your icon gets mine. Lets get
Astra!."
It only cost the Sky God $ 10 to run that
advertisement Included in the price is a
mailing system in which the MetroTimes
sends him all replies to his ad. For a

Renaissance man in late 40s sought by
intelligent, refreshing, good kibbitzer-listener, lover of
life in general. Object: old-fashioned romance and
modem good times. FE 32

Astute, humorous, self-employed, engaging, •lender,
non-smoking Jewish, vegetarian father (non-custodial)
desires ■ brilliant, appealing woman for an exogenous,
synergysuc friendship. Expound on yourself and I will
enjoy, appreciate and return your candor. FE 33
more like this:
"Hey Women of Bedrock,^
Get pumped for a great weekend!
-Fred& Barney"
The personal ads at the University will
put you to sleep. As somebody who has
never been sent a personal, I can tell you
— it's no fun reading the personals unless
you're in them. If s all date parties and inside jokes.
There is no flavor. The ads are devoid of
personality. Who are these people in the
ads, and why are they so "psyched?"
It's a shame these ads are so dull, because the classified! can be a virtual hotbed of sin and degradation for the single

chance to meet a real earth mother, if s a
bargin at any price!
Of course, whether you want to get astral
or find a crankcase for your dipstick, to
advertise in some magazines you need to
leam the language. Here is a partial key to
help you write your personals.
S-Singfe
D-Divorced
W-White or Widowed
M-Male
F-Female
C-Cay
L-Lesbian
P-Professional

I-O-ln Search Of
Anything else-Use your imagination
A key like this can be essential when
reading "In Pittburgh." that city's version
of the singles magazine. In Pittsburgh uses
these abbreviations heavily, as in the ad:
"SWJPMJ3, ISO non-smoking SJF to
explore romantic spots in Pittsburgh. But
if you're a material girl, drain someone else's wallet"
All advertisements are anonymous,
which is half the fun. If you want to meet
the Sky King, you have to roll the dice.
Imagine the freedom of placing personal
ads without identifying yourself.
You can say what you want, request a
photo, and the replies aren't even sent
directly to your home.
This freedom is probably an instrumental factor in persuading people to write
these ads. Anonymity also inspires several
would-be romantics to be less subtle with
their desires.
"SWM, 21, tired of seeking alternatives.
Wants female to fulfill my fantasies."

(MetroTimes)

Or,
"Adventurous couple wants to expand
their sexual horizons. Looking for singles
and couples for swinging together." (In
Pittsburgh)
A little risky, maybe, but it only takes a
spark to start a fire.
But the point is, it's been too long since
an adventurous couple has advertised in
the BG News. If s time they did. And if s
time we ALL did.
Now don't get me wrong. Occasionally,
somebody wDI take a risk and place an invitation to:
"The guy in the red shirt at the laundromat'
or
"The girl who spilled a beer on my coat
at Howard's."
With summer coming up, this could be
the last chance to meet that cute guy upstairs or the girl who sits behind you in
English class.
■See Personal, page 11
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Columnist shares opinion
by Christopher J. Pawton
I finally wrote a socially relevant column
last week. There's nothing wrong with being socially relevant, except that it requires
facts and quotes, while my column relies
on rumor, innuendo, and my own slightly
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distorted opinions.
The reason I am saying this is that many
people have asked me if I am going to write
a column about the Peace Pole, this year's
hot controversy. Frankly, I really don't
want to. Let's put it in this perspective. 1
am a history major. The area of history I
want to study is military history. Military
refers to war. To tell the truth, I think the
whole controversy is a bunch of crapola.
Why? Well, let's look up north to the University of Toledo, where the school has
been storing some radioactive material beneath a heavily-used auditorium. THAT'S
A CONTROVERSY! We're not talking
about a pole, we're talking cancer!
But hey, college is the hotbed of liberalism (I don't think this one is, though)
and this wouldn't be a fun place unless
there was some controversy running rampant among the 200-300 people who actually care. Who knows what it'll be next
year. Hey, maybe 1 can cause one! Maybe
someone will take great offense of the fact
that I am a conservative columnist (probably the only one, too) and spend far too
many columns glorifying alcohol and other
stuff. I doubt it though. I think I'm the only
columnist who doesn't write about religion, peace, or abortion. And I'm not
about to start, either.
If s not that I have no opinion on this
stuff, because I do: however, I don't think
my column is the place for it Everyone has
their own opinions, and I am not about to
try to change them. I try to entertain
(though perhaps in a cynical, perverted
kind of way) and so I am avoiding rel-

&V Sl-Vrls ,

evance, or at least trying.
Perhaps you, the intelligent reader, have
noted that there really isn't a main point to '
this column. Well, there is. I am trying to
write about controversies on campus, and
failing miserably. I am sorry, but my creativity is at a breaking point, due to an
overwhelming amount of term papers this
semester. That should be a controversy,
how teachers make our lives living Hell by
assigning all of these term papers. Maybe if
it was proven that term papers cause unhealthy stress or agression, one of the liberal groups on campus will start protesting
term papers, and our own University
president will disagree with whatever they
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say. It's a vicious cycle, but it's part of the
college world.
I do wonder though, what the reaction
would be if there was a controversy surrounding something of a conservative
nature. What would happen if a group on
campus was sponsoring the planting of a
pole that read "Nuke the bastards"?
Would anyone protest? Yes, I'm sure
someone would, which is what makes this
campus such a fun place (well, the girls in
bikinis in front of Peregrine Pond help
out, too). The fact of the matter is that
there will always be opposing viewpoints to
every issue. A good common sense solution would be to examine and present both
sides of the issue. Take the Peace Pole, for
example. Plant the thing but if it is planted
then plant something in opposition .to it.
Plant a pro-war pole. Since the opinion on
campus is not overwhelming in either
direction, why just plant one pole? It
doesn't reflect the opinion of the whole
campus, so give the opposition equal time.
It won't happen though, because like I
said, if s a common sense solution, and
common sense is not a prerequisite for the
hiring of administration.
I said at the beginning of this column
that I was not going to do anymore socially
relevent columns. I lied. Trust me, this one
will be the last one of the year. Sorry about
that folks, I'H try to get back to writing
something childish, such as alcohol, rock
music, and members of the opposite sex.
Anyone want to argue about it? ,
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Local bands play on campus
byChrlttyl—ttond
Tonight at the Dry Dock, students will
have the chance to hear local bands play a
a wide variety of music, both covers and
originals.
Sheepish Grin, The Exchange, and
Opiate of the Masses will perform. The
show was supposed to take place in February at The Warehouse, but was cancelled
by police for legal reasons concerning zoning laws.
The bands will present a variety of music
styles. Sheepish Grin plays original and
cover songs. The band, which formed two
years ago. consists of Paul Johnson, vocals
and guitar, Larry Zengel, drums and backing vocals, and Troy Raszka, bass and
backing vocals.
When asked what type of music they
play, "We do alot of originals. We could
make alot more money doing current
covers but it would be shallow and dishearting," Johnson said.
According to Raszka "The covers we do
show our personalities and are fun." The
latest influences on the band are Robyn
Hitchcock and the Big Band sounds.

They have played in Dayton, Toledo,
and at Miami University and are looking
forward to playing with the other bands at
Dry Dock. Sheepish Grin also has a tape available at Finder's.
The Exchange, James Ednie, bass
guitar, Todd Szopo, singer, Dave
Pomeroy, drummer, and John McAlea,
guitar, have been together for six or seven
months. They play mixed covers and some
originals. "We like doing covers but we
want to do more originals," McAlea said.
Two of The Exchange's songs play on
WBCU. "For You" and "This Is The Song
I Wrote While Todd Was On The Phone."
Their musical influences include R.E.M.,
U.2., XTC, The Cure, and The Who.
The Exchange plays every Friday night
at Pablo's, 893 S. Main. Outside Bowling
Green, the band has played in Cleveland,
at the University of Michigan, and Akron.
They have plans to play at Toledo's Rally
By The River and the Fourth of July party
at trie Portage Quarry. They also plan to
record an album in Detroit this summer.
Members of Opiate of the Masses include Scott Summitt singer, Micheal

Kimmey, keyboards and guitars, Matt
Mohr, guitar, Ed (MarTee) Zunic, bass,
and Sean Slovensky, drums.
Opiate formed a little over a year ago.
"We splintered off from a cover band because we were unhappy and wanted to
write original songs. It has proven to be
very satisfying to us," Summitt said.
The band denies themselves a category
of music. They consider their music experimental and theatrical when on stage.
Summitt warns that there will be lots of
surprises during the show. "We want the
people to enjoy what we do. We want to
give them a positive experience, even
though they may think we are bizzare."
They have two original songs on WBGU,
"I Am Electric" and "Cities." Their tape
"Where You Are" is on sale at Finder's.
This tape is being reviewed in some independent music magazines.
The Dry Dock is a great place to check
out some of the bands in the local music
scene and hear some original music. The
show starts at 9 p.m. The Dry Dock is located in the basement of Harshman Quadrangle. Admission is free.
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The philosopy department's three day
conference on liability in law and morals
which begins today will put Bowling Green
on the map according to its organizer.
Dr. R.G. Frey, professor of philosophy,
said that there has not been such a distinguished group assembled to discuss the
topics of law and morality in the last 50
years.
The eight speakers at the conference
come from such bastions of legal thought
as Oxford, Yale, Co'—nbia and University
of Chicago law school. The topic of the
conference, liability in law and morals, was
initiated by Alan White, a visiting professor from the University of Hull in the U.K.
who has an interest in the subject
According to Frey, when he and Cristopher Morris, another professor in the philosophy department began planning the
conference eight months ago, they tried to
develop it around White's interest "We
didn't realize when we began organizing
that we would end up with a group this distinguished."
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Soaps operas provide an escape for students
by Rhonda Border

3. On General Hospital, Rick Springfield
played the character of whom?
A. Dr. Steve Hardy
B. Dr. Noah Drake
C. Madman Grant Putnam

Do you have a pencil handy? It is soap
opera trivia time.
1. What daytime drama celebrated its
25th anniversary on April 1?
A. Guiding Light
B. General Hospital
C. All My Children
2. At the Fourth Annual Soap Opera
Awards, which daytime drama was voted
"Outstanding Daytime Show?"
A. Loving
B. Guiding Light
C. Days of Our Lives

If you answered these questions with relative ease, there is a possibility that you
are suffering from the widespread disease
"Soap Opera Fever." Although there is no
known cure short of donating your television to Goodwill, you might take comfort
in the knowledge that millions like you
have also fallen victim to the daytime ons-

laught of sappy story lines and neverending love triangles.
Many sociologists attribute the popularity of daytime drama to the "escape mechanism" that they provide their viewers.
After all, they reason, what better way to
momentarily escape the daily hassles of
one's own life, than to concentrate on the
seemingly unsolveable problems of the
soap opera characters?
Owen Demiene, a junior technology
major, agrees with this concept "Everybody (on the show) knows everybody else,
and they all have a problem with the other
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person, and they all end up screwing each
other over," he said. "Their problems sort
of belittle mine; they make the fact that I'm
getting a D' in my class seem pretty trivial," he added with a laugh.
However, any avid soap fan will tell you
that there is more to it than that Soap
opera characters are almost "make believe" friends. After years, or even months,
of loyal viewing, the characters on the television no longer appear to be twodimensional talking heads. All at once,
they are transformed into "real people,"and fans find themselves wondering
"Will Margo tell Tom that the baby is
Hal's?" or "Will Bobbie really divorce Jake
and continue this trist with Scotty?"
According to Lisa Holmecki, a junior
IPCO major, and loyal fan of General Hospital, Days of Our Lives, Ryan's Hope, Loving and One Life to Live, the key to soap
opera attraction lies in the simple fact that
"You definitely get caught up in (the characters') lives."
Not surprisingly, the soaps' popularity is
evidenced in various age groups. Everyone
has a grandparent, aunt or uncle who insists on taking time out during family visits
to catch up on "All My Children" or "One
Life to Live." Or a best friend who can remember coming home from kindergarten
and sitting down with Mom to watch
"Guiding Light"
Mila Wurster, a senior international
studies and French major, has been a soap
fan since elementary school. "When I was
home sick (as a child), there was nothing
else to watch on tv.,"she explained. "So I
was home from school a lot" she joked.
The American soap has also found a
niche in many foriegn countries. It is not
uncommon today to visit Turkey or Taiwan
and catch a rather dated episode of
"General Hospital." In France, a "Trie
Bold and The Beautiful" fan can glimpse
■ See Soaps, page 11.
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Soaps
■(Continued from page 10)
the handsome Ridge Forrester on "Top
Model," the French version of the popular
American daytime drama. Likewise, the
traveler to Italy will find "All My Children"
listed in the Italian "TV Guide" under the
name "Pine Valley," or Valle di Pini.
And in Bowling Green, an elaborate
networking system has been established by
roommates everywhere to update the classgoer on the day's soap events. Inevitably,
one roommate is always "up" on the day's
list of favorite shows, and it is his or her responsibility to pass this information on the
fellow fans, who were, unfortunately, called
away to classes.
However, many viewers, including John
Kocevar, a freshman criminal justice
major, cannot pinpoint what it is about the
soaps that keeps them glued to their sets.
"1 watch Days of Our Lives and I don't
even know why; I just get into it sometimes
because it's so intense," Kocevar explained.
On the other hand, Brian Tierje, a senior
marketing major, can easily explain why he
watches "The Young and The Restless." "I
heard that one woman (on the show) was a
transvestite in real life," he said. He's curious to see if he can tell the difference.
Whatever the reason is for watching,
everyone is curious to see how his or her
favorite show stacks up against the competition. According to the recent Nielsen
Ratings, "General Hospital," with its daz-

zling list of guest appearances by superstars such as Elizabeth Taylor and Sammy
Davis Jr., currentiy occupies the number
one position among daytime dramas.
"GH" is followed by "The Young and The
Restless"; "One Life to Live"; "All My
Children"; "Days of Our Lives"; "As the
World Turns"; "Guiding Light"; "The
Bold and The Beautiful"; "Another
World"; "Santa Barbera"; "Loving"; and
"Ryan's Hope.'
' Although "General Hospital" retains
the highest ratings, its story lines were
voted the worst of 1987. Loyal viewers will
recall the "Alphabet War" story line, in
which the mind of Dusty (Shaun Cassidy)
was controlled by the evil DVX organization. This particular theme was voted not
only the worst of 1987, but one of the
worst story lines of all time.
"The Young and The Restless" fans will
be pleased to note that the Ashley/VictorfNikki love triangle was voted the
best such triangle of the season, while the
Jack/Kayla/Patch fiasco ("Days of Our
Lives") was voted the worst. Viewers perceived the romance of "Santa Barbera's"
Cruz and Eden to be the most tortured
love story, and voted the Jacuzzi scenario
between "As the World Turn's" John and
Luanda to be the most unusual, and entertaining, love scene.
Whatever your favorite soap, and for
whatever reasons, rest assured that millions of viewers support your opinion. Oh,
and by the way, the answers to "Soap
Opera Trivia" are "General Hospital";
"Days of Our Lives"; and Dr. Noah Drake.

Deadheads
■(Continued from page 1)
members know that they are on tour for
one reason — to play for their fans.
"I expected a lot more on stage from
them," Kim, a'freshman psychology major
scid. "I know why the call them the Dead
now — they just stand there like sticks and
play."
"The band doesn't play off of the audience — they don't need to." Matthews
said. "The band generates enough excitement through their actual presence that
they don't need anything else. When they
started playing, everything just went wild."
"Could you imagine Jerry Garcia out on
stage hopping around?" Brad McDevitt,
senior art education major, said. "I mean,
these guys are over 40 years old."
After a brief intermission when the roadies had to repair a feedback amplifier that
blew during the first song ("Hell in a Bucket") the Dead came back on stage with
little fanfare save the fan's approval.
"If s amazing that they've got such a following." Beth Diederich, senior history
major (and a "Redhead Deadhead") said.
'Their style of music is so different than
what you would expect. When I was growing up, I'd hear their songs and never knew
that it was the Dead because the songs are
so unlike what I expected."
The style of the Dead is so unique that in
this age of techno-pop music, it almost
seems outdated. However, their songs reflect the band's history of aging, decline,
rebirth and recommitment — a style that
seems to parallel lead guitarist Jerry Gar-

cia's fight with drug abuse and diabetes
that almost claimed his life.
It is a new dawn for the Dead — the
album that spawned this tour, In The Dark
is an ambitious album, one created at a
time when it seemed that the Dead would
have no choice but to dissolve. With the
album and their first top forty single, the
Dead shuld be quite grateful that they ai e
still together and happy with the rrusic
they are playing and the new gener ition of
Deadheads they are creating.

Persona!
■ (Continued from page 7)
Sign a codename. Use a friend's mailbox. But place an ad.
Take a chance.
(By the way, for you girls who like beer,
animal crackers and Barry Manilow; If you
know the name of the Brady Bunch's dog,
you should send me a personal. Just address it to "The Stallion of Love.")
Editor's note: The BC News reserves the
right to reject any advertisement that is
deemed discriminatory, degrading.or insulting on the basis of race, sex, or
national origin. This includes any advertisements which are determined to be in
bad taste.
The BC News will release the names of
individuals who place advertisements if an
advertisement was purposely placed to unnecessarily embarrass an individual or organization.
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Aids
■(Continued from page 3)
sick and I try to help them, or somebody
gets cut and I try to bandage them...there's
just not enough known about how you can
get it," he said.
Kolt said the campus environment
makes that an even greater fear.
"It's more of a risk than in many other
places, because of the diverse group of
people here, and the fact that we have an
organization right on campus that is at
high risk (I.AC,A)." he said.
As a homosexual, Tekaucic said he
could be considered a "high risk behavior," a term changed from "high risk
group" he said, "because everyone is in a
risk group now."
But he added between 10 and 14 percent of the students on campus are gay,
and often it is homosexuals who are
blamed for the spread of the disease.
"We don't like having to take the heat.
We do panels in classes and we run into
that every time we talk. Mainly it's because
some people are uninformed, so we try to
educate them that this is everybody's problem and it just so happens that some homosexuals are in high risk behaviors."
Another high risk behavior is the abuse
of intravenous drugs. Tekaucic said that is
not a problem at the University.
"Around here I imagine that's a pretty
small number (the number of homosexuals
at the University who abuse IV drugs). 1
don't know of anyone who shoots up at
all," he said.
However, Navin agreed that sexual
promiscuity and experimentation create
added opportunities for students to acquire AIDS on campus.

"There is a high proportion of college
students who are sexually active, and of
those students, many have a number of
partners and don't know who all of them
really are," she said. "Also colleges in general are high areas for homosexual experimentation so the potential for a higher
risk is here, therefore it is very important
that we educate students on the risks of
AIDS and how they can acquire AIDS.
This isn't just true at the University, but at
all colleges."
Tekaucic, on the other hand, said the
student intellect may actually make the
campus safer than other areas.
"It's not like this is an urban setting and
I imagine most people here are fairly well
informed and intelligent...but then sometimes when I speak to classes here I begin
to wonder, sometimes I think most people
are burying their heads which is unfortunate."

Facts
■(Continued from page 3)
— Pink or purple bumps or blotches on
the skin.
Anyone testing positive for the AIDS
virus must consider themselves a carrier.
Some people remain apparently well after
infection with the AIDS virus, but they are
still carriers, and can transmit the virus to
others.
How is AIDS transmitted? According to
Josh Kaplan, health director at the university Health Center, AIDS is clearly transmitted by:
— transfusion of blood containing the
AIDS virus.

— unprotected sexual intercourse with a
partner who is a carrier of the AIDS
virus. This includes vaginal sex, anal sex,
and oral sex.
— inoculation with an infected needle.
— an infected mother to her unborn
child.
What are some ways of protecting yourself from the AIDS virus?
— The best protection from the AIDS
virus is abstinence.
— A long-term monogamous relationship with a non-infected partner. 1/
you have been faithful for at least five
years, and your partner has been too, then
neither of you is at risk.
— Use a condom properly when engaging in sex. A condom will not protect the
user from the virus if it breaks, slips off. or
if semen and other fluids are allowed to
leak. Also, avoid mouth contact with the
penis, rectum, or vagina of a sexual partner.
— Do not share a needle with someone
who is an AIDS carrier.
— Avoid sexual activities that can cause
cuts or tears in the linings of the rectum,
vagina, or penis. (For example, anal intercourse and 'fisting'are high-risk sexual behaviors.)

Marsalis

■ (Continued from page 5)
Marsalis' performance concludes the
end of the University's annual Jazz Week
celebration and is sponsored by the University Activities Organization.
Marsalis will be performing in Kcbacker
Hall on Saturday, April 16 at 7.30 p.m.
and 9:30 p.m. Ticket coits will range from
$10-16.

Hispanic

■(Continued from page 6)
I ask myself, 'why am I not elected, why am
I not elected?' Then I think it is because of
prejudice on the part of others in the department." Buron said.
Another problem he has experienced
with racism was through his niece, who
had a problem with prejudice a couple of
years ago with one of her history teachers.
"My niece was very upset and I asked her
what was wrong. She said that one of her
professors in history said that 'the worst
thing in the United States was the Latins
and that if he were in charge he would put
them all in a death camp.' Nothing has
been done. This man is still teaching. I
guess it is hard to do something because it
is hard to prove but it is still not right," he
said.
However, Buron does not have a hopeless view of white and non-white relations.
He can see both points of view in any cult
tural or racial differences.

Peace

■(Continued from page 1)
D.C., and other cultural events.
As Lois Clover put it in her poem entitled
"Deadheads," "Deadheads want to live in a
peaceful world: A world where all men and
women of all races and nationalities are
one brotherhood of unique individuals living in harmony with each other."
But there's also a sense of dedication
beyond the music shared by deadheads,
much of which is not on display. For them,
happiness means the preference of hugs to
handshakes, tie-dyes to tuxedos, dead
tickets to diamonds, and most of all,
friends to financial support

DON'TREA
STYBOHEAD

ATTENTION GRADUATES
Would you like to receive $400.00 towards the
purchase of your new car??
Would you like to have your payments deferred
for 3 months??
If you are about to graduate or have graduated
within the last year,
SEE US AT:

1013 N Mlk SUM ■ tout* Cm • 353-8211 • 255-MI2

Example: 1988 Oldsmob le
Cutlass Calais 2 Dr Coupe
Automatic; Air; Cassette & More

Let's face il. a daily diet oltasteless Go for the fresh alternative! Get a
burgers in styroloam boxes can turn fres/i delicious Subway sanduxh or
yw into a dull person, salad hr a change. You'll love it

$11,92400 OR $256" mo.
Stotkf 6017

Reg. $13,02900

$1M0FF

AKT

No Money Down

11.25% APR 60 MO. Tax ft Till. Extra

"Over 150 late Model used cars available!"
Open Daily 8:30 to 6, Mon & Thurs 8:30-9, Sat 8:30-5

roar-urn
saw cm
SALAD

AHT
FOOTLONC

swan

SALAD

3ie3i*Ji?4tt**atw(

Located In
Woodland Mall

^ ■ ■ i IMI i ■ >
fU 11 1 lllllJlSiffifi*

Located In
Woodland Mall

353-0204

mi B M14 TrtTTuTrW

353-0204

Otttf axpIrM 4/22/88^UJU"H"*ll**«u*^>ff«f »xplr«» 4/22/88
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DAYTIME MORNING
5:00

O

5:30

Nlghtwalch

[Business

APRIL

6:00

15,19M • APRIL 21,19M
6:30

This Morning

7:00

7:30

8:00

9:00

8:30

This Morning

9:30

10:00

Hour Magazine

10:30

Morning Stretch
Success In Lift

m

am

Ao-Oay
Varied

Vined

Business

CBS News

News

NBC News

Agri. Report J Swaggart

This Morning

Magnum, P.I.

Card Sharks Price
Concent.

Today

Donahue

Sale

Hour Magazine

GerakJo

Business

Homestretch Sesame Street Q

Instructional Programming

Business

Kangaroo

Instructional Programming

G.I.Joe

SilverHawks Thundercats Menace

Varied

ritrws

BraveStarr

Teens

Getting Fit.

Aerobics

Nation's Business Today

TMC Movie

Mr. Dressup Sesame St

Pyramid

Good Morning America g

Sesame Street g

G.l Joe

Little Pony

Dallas

Thundercats Little Pony

I Varied Programs

Fortune
Who's Boss

Workout

Happenin

Little House on the Prairie B Hillbillies

SportsCtr.

11:00

S.J. Raphael Card Sharks Price

Bewitched

Mom. Brk.

Varied Programs

700Ckib
Getting Fit

Movie

| Movie

DAYTIME AFTERNOON
12:00

11:30

Q
O
IB
IB
9
S
GD
O

m

Price

News

1:00

1:30

Young and the Restless

12:30 1

BokJ/Bea.

2:30

Varied Programs

3:00

News

Benson

Family Ties

Days ol Our Lives

Another World

Santa Barbara

Divorce

Cheers

M'A'S'H

All My Children

One Life to Uve

General Hospital

Little House on the Prairie Win. Lose

News

Sesame Street g

Varied

Scrabble

Home

Ryan's Hope Loving

BokJ/Bea

Instructional Programming

Varied

Instructional Programming
Varied

ESPN Basic Tr.

Aerobics

TMC Movie Cont'd

5:30

Video Hits

News

Andy Griffith 1 Love Lucy

5:00
Donahue

Oprah Wintrey

Win, Lose

Mister Ed

4:30
Peo. Court

Varied Programs

Young and the Restless

700 Club

4:00
Divorce

Guiding Light

News

Instructional

3:30

Contact

Midday

Price

King

|

Guiding Light

As the Work) Turns

Sesame St

Instructional Varied

2:00

As the World Turns

Reading

Peo. Court

Mr. Rogers

Instructional Programming Sesame Street g

Movie
Dukes ol Hazzard

Bodyshapi

Varied Programs

Varied

Movie

Giiligan

Auction 88

Jeannie

Smurfs

Jem

Gh busters

Scooby Doo DuckTales

Ghostbust.

Fhntstones

Smurfs

DuckTales

Double Dare Did. Strokes Good Times

Legends Ol Wrestling
Movie

B. Bunch

Double Dare

Varied

Movie

AIR POLLUTION:
THE
DANGER
CONTINUES
Join the fight for Clean Air!
M-Thurs 6:30 a.m. 9 p.m.
Fri.
6:30 a.m.-10 p.m.
Sot.
7 o.m.-lO p.m.

FREE
8xlO

Sun.

8 a.m.-9 p.m.

B
Visit our all-you-can-eat
soup, salad, and dessert buffet.

with any sitting!

only $3.25
€verudau 11-4 p.m.

Van Newhouse
Photography
I 112 E. Washington • 352-0129
J open 10-6 M-F Sat & eves by appt. §
Bfr '

n . i : '.

t -i

:

. ,

■« -

Expires 4/22/88

Hair Salon
and
Tanning Studio
434 E. Woosler
(above Dairy Queen|
3541477
S2 off with this ad
■•»■»»»■■>••

Daily breakfast, lunch, and
dinner specials.
1021 S. Main

IMaaMMMNMM

352-0123
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FRIDAY EVENING
8:00
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
PM Mag
CBS News
Ringling Bros
O News

o
0
IB
©
9
0D
©
(S)

News Cont'd

Best Years

Front Page

Peter Ustinov m China

Room 01 Sherwood

Jeopardy!

Ringing Bros. Circus

Dates

News

NBC NHWS

Ent. Tonight

Facts ot Lite Highwayman

Newlywed

ABC News

Dating

H Square

Streamside

Business

MacNeH/Lehrer

Wash. Week Wall St. Wk.

Batman

Get Smart

WKRP

H s Heroes

GunsmcK"

Spoons

Facts of Lite Family Ties

3 s Co

Movie: "Key Exchange"

Sports Trivia SportsCtf.

Shooting

WiesUmg

CD
CD

m
&
©

10:30

11:00
News

Journal

11:30

12:00

Nflws

Good RocklrV Tontte

Falcon Crest

Cwws

Comedy

Buntz

Miami Vice

N6WS

Tonight Show

Belvedere

Fam.ly Man

20/20

N©ws

Nightime

Independents

Delta Fore*" Cont'd

Movie:

Letterman
Love Con.

Popeye

11:30

12:00

Menace

Auction

News

Movie. "Gung Ho"

12:30

1:00

1:30

2.00

2:30

3:00

Wonderslr

Gardener

Teen Wolf

Galaxy High

Newsmakers Showcase

Fraggle

New Archies Footut

I'm Telling!

Major League Baseball: Cincinnati Reds at Houston Astros

Bugs Bunny

Flintstones

Crack-Ups

BmM

Beautiful

Profit Seminar

Kitchen

Madeleine

Hometime

V Garden

Gomrnet

Ok) House

Motorweek

Collectors

Maturity

RodsReel

Old House

V Garden

Sat Report

Parliament

News

Hee Haw

SpeedWortd: Amer. Series

The Flight ot the Grey Wolf"

Wood-

Collectors

Austin City Limits

He Shoots. He Scorn

CashExp.
Wonder

8:00

8:30

Hometime

Flower Shop Gourmet

French Chef Oil Painting

French

Discoveries Underwater

Tony Brown

Auction

Buck Rogers

Got It Made

Movie: "Super Fuzz"

It's a Living

Star Search

Racing

Women's Tennis: Bausch and Lomb Championship Semifinals
| Movie: "Out 01 Africa"

9:00

9:30

Tour of Duty

10:00

10:30

11:00
News

West 57th

11:30

News (Provincial Affairs)

High Mountain Ranger

Tour of Duty

West 57th

News

12:00

12:30

Movie: "Coming Home"

Stanley Cup Playoffs: Division SemMnat Game Seven (If Necessary)

Storyteller

5:30

Wide World of Sports
French

Movie: "Career"

High Mountain Ranger

5:00

Major League Baseball: Yankees at Brewers

Bowling

| Movie: "F/X"

7:30

4:30

PGA Golf: MCI Heritage Classic

Pantron

CBA Basketball: Championship Series Game One

DeLuise

4:00

Sportsweekend

Movie:

Movie: "T.A.G. - The Assassination Game"

SATURDAY EVENING
6:00
6:30
7:00
CBS MMN
Wonder
O News

SportsCtr

Sportsweekend

Movie: "Bikini Beach"

Movie: "Klute"

Comedy

PGA Golf: MCI Heritage Classic

What's New

GameDay

3:30

Movie: "California Kid"

Menace

TMC Making Mr.

"The River"

Fall Guy

APRIL 16, 1988

Winners

ESPN Sports

Sanford

Late Show

Movie: "The Wlinghter"

Coronation Street

Movie: "Escape from Fort Bravo"

H'mooner

Top Rank Boxing: Donald Curry vs. Sean Mannion

Movie: "Frankenstein Island

Pro Wrestling

S.J. Raphael

Mystery!

Movie: "The River"

Boy in Blue''

l, Cttudkst

Holmes In Washington

Night Court

Doctor Who

12:30

Laurel and Hardy

Auction

Hi)

IB
CD
69
&
«!)
«3
©

FuJ House

Auction

m

o

Strangers

10:00
Falcon Crest

Fortune

11:00

o

9:30

CDS News

SATURDAY AFTERNOON
O

9:00
Dallas

News

ESPN SportsLook

TMC

8:30
Circus

International Wrestling

Movie: "Japanese War Bride"

Major League Baseball

DeLuise

Golden Girls Amen

Huntw

News

Saturday Night Live

SybemSion

ABC News

Sow Gold in Concert

With Presidents

Ohm

Spenser: For Hire

DC. Fc*es

Wresting Championship

DeGrassi

Charge

Lawrence We* Show

Alistak Cooke's America

Best of Your Show of Shows

ETES

Austin City Limits

9to5

The Sheriff

Marbtenead

Double Dare

WK Be Boys Werewolf

Star Trek: Next Gener.

Fri. the'13th Series

Happening

WeDster

Fam. Dare

Wi Be Boys Werewolf

Star Trek: Next Gener.

M'A'S^H

Murder: Live From Death Row

ESPN Racing: Oak Lawn H-Cap

SportsCtr

Tractor Pull

Stanley Cup Playoffs: Division Semifinal Game

SportsCtr

AWA Wrestling

TMC Out/Africa

Movie: "Making Mr. Right"

Facts ot Life

Auction

Auction

Mama
Star Trek

Short Film

[Movie: "Ta.-P»n

The
Copy Shop

MAXIM'S

1080 S. Main

$4 95

352-9344

PRECISION
HAIRCUT
(Includes shampoo)

$16

95
FULL

SERVICE
PERM

STYLING
SALON

Wrestling

Auction
"So Sad About Gloria"

Go* Fame

Movie: "F/X"

lmuprluuiBP

117 E. Court St.
Bowling Green. Ohio 43402

(419) 352-4068
Offer good
through 5-13-88
Valid only with
coupon.

Begin Spring with
Bright and Beautiful
Mixed Bouquets

$2.50
Offer good
through 5-13-88.
Vend only wtth
coupon

Printing and Imprinting
Trophies, Plaques
& Certificates

428 €r Wooster

3&H045

J
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SUNDAY AFTERNOON
11:00
O
O

o
o
9
0
•

e

am

11:30

Neighbor.

Slsk/Qert

APRIL 17, 1988

12:00

12:30

1:00

1:30

2:00

Sportaweekend Cont'd

Meeting Place

Geographic

Kingdom

Gateway /Mmdpower
Movie: "Ben HeT"

Shut-ins

Mtn

Work) Tom.

Weak With David Brinkley

Tony Brown

Market

Nova

Newton

DeGrassi

Interests

2:30

3:00

NBA Basketball: Los Angeles Lakers at Houston Rockets

Fantasy Island

Ooee-Up

Adam Smith

Ctry Can.

Hymn Sing

High School Basketball AJI-American Game

Adam Smith

Wal St. Wk.

Great Performances

5:30

Spirit Bay

Ourselves

Washington

Wan St Wk.

Great Performances

Star Search

Profit Seminar

Firing Una
Auction 88

Movie: "Fear Strikes Out"

wwr wresang bnaaenge

Star Tretc Next Qenar.

Movie: -The Date Ccwto* Cheerleaders

Wk/Sports

Drag Racing: IHRA

Auto Racing: NASCAR First Union 400. from No. VWkesboro, N.C.

GameOey

5:00

PGA GoM: MCI Heritage Classic (Final Round)

Secrets of Success

Rock-A Bye Baby"

Chariee

Out Work)

TandT

Sea Hunt

Rich * Famous

Movie: "The Roaring Twenties"

Movie "Some Kind of WondarM"

TMC Movtr The Trip to BounWU"

4:30

Motorcycle Racing: G. Prix Sportswortd

Real to Reel

Movie:

4:00

Movie: "On Golden Pond"

NBA Basketbal: Los Angeles Lakers at Houston Rockets
Tfappsr John. M.D.

3:30

PGA Golf: M» Heritage Classic (Final Round)

Women's Tennis: Bausch and Lomb Final Round

"HamRed Honeymoon"

| Movie: "Reuben, Reuben"

SUNDAY EVENING
6:00
O
0

a
0
a
«
@D

O
0

6:30

7:00

9:30

10:00

10:30

11:00

11:30

12:00

12:30

60 Minutes

Murder, She Wrote

Movie: "The Attic: The Hiding of Anne Frank-

N6W1

NBC News

Our House

FamtyTkw

Movie: "Home is Where the Heart Is"

News

Entertainment This Week

flicti ft Famous

Disney Sunday Movie

Supercarrier

Movie: "Frank Nftt): The Enforcer"

Siskel

Runaway

The Doctor Is In

Lawrence We* Snow

Wonderworks

Nature

Masterpiece Theatre

China

Japan

Sign-Ofl

Raccoons

Murder, She Wrote
B'combers

Movie "The Attic: The Hiding of Am Frank"

Movie The Peanut Butter Solution-

|oayByDay

Venture

Prisoner

News

Siskel

News

Night at trie Races

rwwi

Movie: "Dixie: Changing Habits"

Auction 88 Cont'd
Star Trafc Next Qenar.

21 Jump Street

America's

Children

G Shandkng Duet

T. Ullman

B. Buddies

Avengers

Star Trek

21 Jump Street

America's

Children

G. Shano*ig|ouet

T. UUman

9KS

M-A-S'H

SportsCtr.

Cosege Bassbal: Louisiana State at Mississippi State.
Movie: "Some Kind of Wonderful''

7:30

8:00

8:30

9:00

9:30

D. Women

Newhart

Eisenhower

Monitor

Danger Bay

DeGrassi

DeGrassi

Nail Geo

Expos: Great Expectation

Fortune

Jeopardy!

Kate* A*e

D. Women

Newhart

Eisenhower

CBS News

News

NBC

Ent Tonight

Facts of Lite ALF

Newfyweo

ABC News

Dating

H. Square

Painting

Business

MacNeii/Lehrer

Vale Family

10:30

11:00

Cagney 4 Lacey

News

Journal

11:30
Taxi

News

Cagney t Lacey

Hunter

Movie: "When toe Bough Breaks"

News

Tonight Show

MacGyver

Movie:

News

Nightkne

Discoveries Underwater

Japan

Movie: "Red Sonja"

The Man Who Loved Women
Armenian Journey

12:00

12:30

Kojak
Rumprjle of the Baiey

News

Letter man
Love Con.

S.J. Raphael

Worth Doing Nature

Auction 88 Cont'd

Sign-Of!

Batman

Get Smart

WKRP

HI Heroes

Gunsmoke

Spoons

Facts ol Lite

FamHy Ties

3'sCo.

Movie "Explorers"

B* Dance

SportsCtr.

Stanley Cup Playoff: Wale Conf. Division Final. Game One.

TMC "Appstoosa" Cont'd

700 Club

Women's Voteybal

Movie: "The Trip to BounWur

10:00

KateaAie

News

Nawa

Success
Kenneth Copeland

SportsCenter

PMMag.

CBS News

News Cont'd

Lighter Side

7:00

6:30

News

ESPN SportsLook

Trapper J.

APRIL 18,198 a

MONDAY EVENING
6:00

Kojak

SlgrvO*

Movie: "Retu mottheJerj"

§3

9:00

CBS News

—-

TMC Honeyrnoon

0
0
0
O
0

8:30

N*)WS

c

Skiing

o

8:00

80 Minutes

ESPN Skang

0
0

7:30

CBS News

NWS

|News

Movie: "Except For Thee and Me"

Monday - Friday. 11-1:30
Great Lunch Specials

Santord

FalGuy

Baseb Wk

NFL

SportsCtr.

20%Off
these services
with Shelley
SHELLEY
Sebastian

OREDKEN
Matrix

352-2149
Proa Parking

Late Show

H'mooner

| Movie: "Charade"

THE
ELKS CLUB
Open to the public
Daily for Lunch

B. Miller

• HAIRCUTS* HK3HLIGHTING
• PERMS
• MANCURES
• HAIRCOLORING

THE
ARRANGEMENT

Hair, Skin, and Nail Designers
VIS. Main
Bowling Green
Poul Mitchell
352-4101
352-4143

NC*US

«HRIt4#2/«t

"Red Sonja
Comedy
1968 Marathon

Movie: "Ordinary People"

We're looking for
hard-working
Apartment Cleaners.
•
•
•
•
•

To dean apartments in Nay
Will pay'5 per hour
Apply between 9 am-Noon
Must have transportation
Apply in person only

Newlove Rentals
352-5670

378 S. Main

TUESDAY EVENING

e
o
o
*

o
GD
m
m

6:00
News
News Cont'd
News

CBS News

7:00

APRIL 19, 1988
7:30
8:00

Grapevine

Stanley Cup Playoffs: Division Final: Game One

Fortune

Jeopardy!

CD
IB
S
©
©
63
0D

Journal

News

War/Men & Women

Nfruui

Diamonds

In the Heet of the Night

NBC News Special

NflWS

NewsSpc

Beat of Carson

WrtyfomeWng

News

Nightkne

Love Con.

Frontline

VotoM « Visions

Forum

Comrades

Forum

Sign-Off

Sign-Oft

Ocaanus

Business

MacNeil/Lehrer

Nova

WKRP

Stanley Cup Playoffs: Toronto Maple Leafs at Detroit Red Wings

Auction 88 Cont'd
Batman

Get Smart

Spoons

Facts ot me Family Ties

NBA Basketball: Detroit Pistons at Boston Celtics

PGA Tour

Muscle Mag.

Summer ot '42

Cont'd

SportsCtr.

6:30

News

12:00 I 12:30
Kojak

MoonegriUng

Facts of Lite Mattock
H. Square

H.'s Heroes

11:30
Taxi

Wonder

Ent. Tonight

Bodybuilding

Movie: "The Allnighter"

H'moonesr

N6WS

B. Miner

LaleShow

Detective

Sanford

FalGuy

Comedy

Stanley Cup Playoff: Campbell Conf Division Final. Game One.
Movie: "Mrs. Soffef"

PGA Tour

Movie: "Raging But"

7:00

7:30
PMMag

8:00

8:30

Smothers Brothers

9:30

9:00

10:00

10:30

Equalizer

Jake and the Fatman

11:30

12:00
Kojak

Movie: "Bom Innocent"

The Rovers

Open Roads fifth estate

He Shoots He Scores

N*5W5

Grow Rich

Fortune

Jeopardy!

Jake and the Fatman

Equalizer

fwws

Addtrty

News

NBC N»w<,

Ent. Tonight

Facts of Lite Aaron's Way

Year in the Life

Bronx Zoo

NOW9

Tonight Show

Newfywed

ABC News

Dating

H. Square

HeartBeat

News

Mghtkne

Painting

Business

MacNeil/Lehrer

National Geographic

American Playhouse

Art Beat

Finnish Sotutiori

WKRP

H.'s Heroes

Gunsmoke

Movie: "The CannonbaU Run-

B Miner

Late Show

3sCo

Movie:

H'mooner

Sanford

Fall Guy

Spoils

Baseball

SportsCtr.

Egyptian Pyramids

Panthers

Auction 88 Cont'd
Get Smart

Spoons

Facts ot Life Family Ties

6:00

6:30

SportsCtr.
Movie

O.C. Cab"

News

Stanley Cup Playoff: Wales Conf. Division Final. Game Two.
Movie: "Delia Force"

"Wetherby"

Stringier
Comedy
NBA Today

7:30

8:00

PMMag.

48 Hours

8:30

9:00

9:30

| 10:00

10:30

Movie: "The Red Spider"

11:00

11:30

12:00

Taxi

up

Movie: "Gargoytet"

Ontario

Stanley Cup Playoffs: Division Final: Game Two

Journal

Newt

Fortune

Jeopardy!

Newt

Night Heat

News

NBC News

Ent. Tonight

Facts of We Cosby Show

Newt

Tonight Show

Newtywed

ABC News

Dating

H. Square

Newt

MgMne

Oceenus

Business

Movie: "The Red Spider"

48 Hours

w.w.

Cheers

MoHyDodd

With Peter Beard in Africa

Movie: "Key Exchange"

MacNeil/Lehrer

Wild Am.

Mystery!

WKRP

H.'s Heroes

Gunsmoke

Bless Me

|L.A.

Law

12:3*

Newt

CBS News

LsttaVTnty)
Love Con

MMM

SJ Raphael

Frontline

Sign-Off

Auction 88 Cont'd
Batman

Get Smart

Spoons

Facts of Lile Family Ties

3 s Co

Movie: "Caboblanco"

Sports Tnvia SportsCtr

SpeedWeek

Stanley Cup Playoff: Campbell Conf. Division Final. Game Two.

ESPN SportsLook

Motorweek

Movie: "Parting Glances'"

News

News Cont'd

SJ Raphael

APRIL 21, 1988

7:00
CBS News

News

Letterman
Love Con.

Sign-Off

Batman

NBA Today

12:30

Taxi

CBS News

Smothers Brothers

Journal

11:00
News

News

News Cont'd

SJ Raphael

APRIL 20, 1988

CBS News

THURSDAY EVENING

©
9
GD
9
ED

11:00
News

Movie: "Case Closed"

Dating

Boss

10:30

TBA

NBC fwtVS

TMC Movie: "Gung Ho" Cont'd

a
e

10:00

ABC News

ESPN SportsLook

O
O

TBA

9:30

Newt

6:00

o

9:00

Movie: "Case Closed''

PM Mag

WEDNESDAY EVENING
O

8:30
TBA

TBA

CBS News

rtowiywoo

ESPN Sportslook

TMC

6:30

TMC "My undercovm Yean With (he KKK"

Movie: "Henna K"

Movie: "Black and While m Color"

New*

Movie: 'Quiet Ceof"

H'mooner

B Miter

LaleShow

Sanford

Fan Guy

Magic Years

SportsCtr

Sporting Goods

"Your Athletic Shoe And Sports Headquarters In B.G."

$5.00 OFF
ANY PAIR OF ATHLETIC SHOES OVER $30
SALE Items and other discounts excluded

EXPIRES 4/29/88
Athletic Shoes • Apparel • Sweals • Sivtmwear

jftoseBaby

SAVE

^L

5
•MtafaV

ON

with LEAH
at

123 S. Main St. Downtown B.G. 352-3610
We've Moved • New Location • Across liocn Hunlinjton Bank

5

Perms or
Sculptured Nails

School Jackets ■ T-Shlrt Printing • Sports Equipment

itVSOBBa **-«*"-»

Davit Cup TentUt

1 Movie: "KMe"

FALCON HOUSE

SJM|

"100 RHIet"
Comedy

(HAH? CALLEIJy)
Expires
SHI-Be"

143 E. Wooster 352-HAIR

